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I 
PREFACE 
In the theory of locally convex topological vector spaces, 
barrelled topologies have been found to be stable under the formation 
of products, sums and quotients. We shall in this thesis investigate 
the stability of barrelled topologies with respect to two further 
mathematical constructions. 
Firstly, we examine the situation with·regard to the formation 
of finite-codimensional and countable-codimensional ~ubspaces. (Of 
course, barrelled topologies are not stable under the formation of 
arbitrary subspaces.) 
Secondly, we present what is known about the stability of 
barrelled topologies with respect to enlargements of the dual space 
- a concept.') which is defined in the sequel. This aspect of the 
stability question was tackled in a recent paper by Robertson and 
Yeomans [11] and was pursued in two subsequent papers by Tweddle and 
Yeomans [16] and by Robertson, Tweddle and Yeomans [12]. 
In the next two chapters, we turn our attention to quasibarrelled 
topologies and we pursue a parallel investigation to that of the first 
two chapters. 
Finally we conduct a similar investigation on a-barrelled and 
o-quasibarrelled spaceso The results 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 6.2, 
6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 concerning these spaces are original. 
I would like to thank my supervisor Associate Professor J H Webb 
for his invaluable help with this thesis and for the many hours that 
he has spent on my mathematical education. I would also like to 
thank Professor K O Househam for encouraging me to continue with 
post graduate work and for making it possible by offering me a 
teaching post on his staff. My wife, Suzanne has been a constant 
source of encouragement and has contributed in no small way to the 
successful completion of this thesis. Wanda Fouquet did the typing 
while retaining her cheerful personality, a feat worthy of mention. 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic 
theory of topological vector spaces and in particular, the theory of 
locally convex spaces, The reader is referred to [10], [7) and [28] 
for background reading. The following conventions and notation will 
be adopted : 
countable refers always to the infinite case. 
w.r.t. "with respect to" so we write f -+ f w.r.t. T 
n 
[n] {i, 2, 3, 
" • • I n} . 
N {1, 2, 3, . . . . . } 
JR {real numbers} . 
<L {complex numbers} 
JK denotes JR or {: 
dim E the dimension of the vector space E . 
co dim F the codimension of the vector subspace F in E . 
E* Hom (E ,JK) = {linear functionals on E} 
E' E (T)' = { f E: E*: f is T-continuous} . 
fl.: fl. 
-1 
for f E E* we let {x E: E: f(x) = o} f<{o}) 
cl (U) : the T-closure of U also denoted U if there is no risk of T 
ambiguity. 
sequences (g: n EJN) will be written as 
n 
(g ) 
n 
for short. 
(gAI nets (gA: A EA) with A some directed set will be written 
as (gA) for short. 
the sup topology for TI and T2 
V T· iE:I l the sup topology for 
the polar of A in F 
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{T. : i E I} . 
l 
{f E F: I <x,f> I :( 1 for all x 
we write AO for AO 
F 
if there is no risk· of ambiguity. 
a (E,F) the weak topology on E induced by F 
µ (E,F) the Mackey topology on E ·induced by F 
S(E,F) the stroi'lg topology on E induced by F 
w the space of all sequences in lK . So w = ~ . 
Q, the space of all bounded sequences. 
00 
Q, 
p 
{(xn) E w: {n: xn # O} is finite} • 
{(x)Ew: Ilxlp<oo} 
n n 
n=l 
L(E,F) for locally convex spaces E and F we let 
L(E,F) = {f E Hom(E,F): f is continuous} . 
E A} . 
The following lemma will be used often and is worth proving here. 
0.1 Lemma 
If E i-s a topological vector space with u a ne1~ghbourhood of 
O and D a dense subset of E , then Uc Un D 
Proof: 
Let x E U and let V be a neighbourhood of 0 , Then we can 
find a neighbourhood of 0 W such that x + W c U and W c V 
Since D is dense in E , (x+W) n D f 0 . Let y E (x+W) n D . 
Then y E (x+V) n (Un D) and hence (x+V) n (Un D) f 0 . 
D 
J 
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If E is a vector space with two compatible topologies Tl and 
T2 then we say that T1 is linked to T2 iff T1 has a local base 
consisting of T2-closed sets. For example, B(E,E') is linked to 
o(E,E') . This useful concept is discussed in [28] where the following 
are proved 
If (x;_) is a T1-cauchy net and XA -+ 0 w.r.t. T2 , then 
XA -+ 0 w.r.t. •1 Using this result it'is easy to show that if 
T2 c Tl and Tl is linked to Tz I then E is T1-complete if E is 
If E(T) is a locally convex space and A is an absolutely convex 
subset of E I then span A LJ kA is a subspace of .E often denoted 
k>O 
by EA This subspace will be constructed fairly of ten and we note 
some facts concerning it here. The gauge of A , denoted pA is 
defined by 
pA(x) = inf{k > 0: x E kA} for 
The gauge of A is a seminorm on EA and we denote the corresponding 
seminorm topology by 'A • If A is bounded, then TIEA c TA and 
hence 
and so 
is also Hausdorff. consequently pA is a norm on 
is a normed space. Furthermore : 
{x E EA: pA(x) < 1} c Ac {x EE : p (x) ~ 1} A · A 
has {kA: k > 0} as a local base. We call A 
inf1~acompZete if EA (T~) is a Banach space. 
E 
A 
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0.2 Theorem 
If E (1.) i,s a locally convex space and A i,s abDolutely convex, 
closed, bounded and sequentially complete, then A i,s infracomplete. 
Proof: 
We have TI c T and 
EA A 
is linked to Tl because A is 
closed (see [28]). Thus if (x ) 
n 
EA 
is a T -Cauchy sequence in 
A . 
then (x) is Tl -Cauchy and we can assume that each x EA since 
n EA n 
(x ) 
n 
is TA-bounded. Hence there is some x E A such that x ~ x 
n 
w.r.t. Since TA is linked to TJ , it follows that 
EA 
x ~ x w.r.t. T 
n A 
An infracomplete bounded set is strongly bounded and so, in 
particular, an absolutely convex compact set is strongly bounded. 
0 
A barrel in a locally convex space E(T) is an absolutely convex, 
absorbent, closed set and the space is called barrelled iff every 
barrel is a neighbourhood of 0 . Dually, E(T) is barrelled iff 
every o(E' ,E)-bounded subset is equicontinuous. Since barrels are 
just basic S(E,E')-neighbourhoods of 0 and Tc µ(E,E') c ~(E,E'), 
E ( T) is barrelled iff T = µ (E,E') = S (E, E') If : 
(1J {A c E': A is o(E' ,E)-bounded}. 
c {A c E': A is relatively a (E' ,E) -compact} 
E {A c E': A is equiconti.nous} 
Then E (T) is barrelled iff W = C E • 
Because of the foregoing observations, we say that µ(E,E') is 
barrelled instead o~ saying that E is a locally convex space and 
E(µ(E,E')) is barrelled. 
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A locally convex space E(T) is called quasi-complete iff 
every o (E,E')-closed, O(E,E')-bounded subset of E is o(E,E')-complete 
(or equivalently O(E ,E') -compact). Thus E' is quasi-complete iff 
W c C and it follows that 
0.3 Lemma 
µ(E,E') i.s barrelled iff E' is quasi-complete. 
We prove the reverse implication : 
Let U =BO be a barrel with B o(E' ,El-bounded. If D denotes 
the closed absolutely convex hull of B , then D is also 
o (E' ,E)-bounded. Thus D is o (E' ,E) -precompact and since E' is 
quasi-complete, D is o(E' ,E)-complete. It follows that D is 
absolutely convex and o(E' ,E)-compact and, since B c D , nOc BO= u 
and so U is a µ(E,E')-neighbourhood of O. 0 
Pointwise-bounded subsets in the dual of a Banach space are 
norm-bounded. This is the uniform boundedness principle, otherwise 
known as the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. It really says that a Banach 
space is barrelled (because the norm topology on the dual space is the 
strong topology) and a generalisation of this is 
0.4 Theorem 
A locally convex space E(T) is barrelled iff for any locally 
convex space F 
.. 
AcL(E,F) i.s equicontinuous if A i.s poini:'uJise 
bounded on E 
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The proof is easy and, since we shall obtain a slight improvement on 
this in our theorem 2.12, we omit it here. 
An important property of barrelled spaces that we shall use is 
the following 
0. 5 Theorem 
If E is bar1~eUed then E' -is a (E' ,-r;,)-sequentiaUy complete. 
Proof: 
F 
Let (f ) be a o(E' ,E)-Cauchy sequence in E' and let 
n 
{f : n E :N} 
n Then F is o(E' ,E)-bounded and hence F is 
relatively o(E' ,E)-compact. Let K be o(E' ,E)-compact with F c K, 
then F has a cluster point f E K . It follows that f ~ f w.r.t. 
n 
a (E' ,E) 0 
So if E isa barrelled space with E' f E* then E' is a 
o(E*,E)-dense, o(E*,E)-sequentially closed subspace of E* . 
A Baire space is barrelled. For if V is a barrel in the Baire 
space 
00 
E then E = u kV 
k=l 
Hence some kV has non-empty interior. 
It is then easy to show that kV , and hence V , contains a 
neighbourhood of 0 • Consequently any Frechet space or Banach space 
is barrelled. On the other hand, if 2 1 is given the 21-norm topology 
then this topology is just µ(21,200 ) because 21 is then a Banach 
space and 2' = 2 Now <P is a µ(21,2 ) -dense subspace of 21 1 ()() 
. 00 
but ¢(µ( 2 ir 2oo) l<P) is not barrelled. To see this consider 
A - { (iO .. : j EN): i EN} in 2 = ¢' A is o(2 ,<ji)-bounded but . . 1] 00 co 
not equicontinuous (because it is not bounded with respect to the 2 
00 
-norm). 
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We define E" = E' (B (E' ,E) )' and so o (E' ,E") c B (E' ,E) c µ (E' ,E"). 
Consequently the o (E', E") -bounded sets are just the S(E', E) -bounded 
sets. Thus the topology (3(E",E') has local base 
{BO: B is B (E' ,E)-bounded}. 
We define b(E) = S(E" E'll 
I E' and so b(E) has local base 
0 
{BE: B is B (E' ,E) -bounded} . If T . is the original topology on E 
then T c b(E) and we define E to be quasibarrelled iff b(E) c T . 
Dually, E is qusibarrelled iff every B (E',E)-bounded set is 
equicontinuous. A subset of E(T) is called bornivorous if it 
absorbs T-bounded sets. Now the bornivorous barrels in E are 
precisely the basic b(E)-neighbourhoods of 0 and so E(T) is 
quasibarrelled iff every bornivorous barrel is a neighbourhood of O . 
The following diagram summaries the situation : 
E (T) E' 
T-heighbourhood of 0 , equicontinuous 
B 
l l f Q.B. 
B b(E)-neighbourhood of 0 - bornivorous barrel 
1 
B (E', E) -bounded 
! 
B(E,E')-neighbourhood of 0 _barrel o (E' ,E) -bounded 
Q.B. E(T) is quasibarrelled. 
B. E(T) is barrelled. 
0.6 Theorem 
If E(1} is quasibar~elled then T µ(E,E') . 
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Proof: 
Let be a µ (E,E')-neighbourhood of 0 with K absolutely 
convex, a (E',E)-compact. Since KO is a barrel we show that Ko is 
bornivorous. To this end let B be O(E,E')-bounded, then B is 
µ(E,E')-bounded and hence KO absorbs B. D 
Because of 0.6 we shall say the µ(E,E') is quasiharnelled to 
express the fact that E is a locally convex space and E(µ(E,E')) is 
quasibarrelled. We have an analogue of 0.5 for quasibarrelled spaces: 
0.7 Theorem 
If E &s quasiharrelled then E' is B(E' ,E)-sequentially complete. 
Proof: 
Let (f ) be a B(E' ,E)-Cauchy sequence, then as in 0.5 we find 
n 
an f EE' such that f + f w.r.t. o(E',E) 
n 
Now B(E',E) is 
linked to o(E',E) and so f + f w.r.t. 
n 
B(E',E) . D 
The collection of all absolutely convex bornivorous subsets of a 
locally convex space E(T) qualifies as a local base for a locally 
convex polar topology on E . This topology is called the associated 
homological topology and is denoted b T It is immediate that 
b Tc T c B(E,E') and if b T = T we call the space homological. 
other words, E(T) is bornological iff every absolutely convex 
bornivorous subset of E is a neighbourhood of 0 . We define 
b b b E = E(T ) ' and so E is a subspace of E* • We can give an 
alternative description of Eb : 
In 
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0.8 Lemma 
(1) {Ac E: A ir; T-bounded} = {Ac E: A is Tb -bounded} . 
(2) {f E E*: f is T-bounded} = {f E E*: f is Tb -bounded} 
(3) Eb = {f E E*: f U3 , -bounded} • 
Proof: 
(1) If A is T-bounded and U is a Tb-neighbourhood of O , 
then u absorbs A because U is bornivorous and hence 
A is b T -bounded. 
(2) Follows from (1). 
(3) If f E Eb then f is Tb-continuous and a foriori, 
Tb-bounded. Thus f is T-bounded. 
Conversely if f E E* is T-bounded and U is an absolutely 
-1 
convex neighbourhood of 0 in ]( , then f(U) is absolutely convex. 
If B is T-bounded then f(B) is bounded and hence U absorbs f(B). 
-1 -1 
Thus f(U) absorbs B and this shows that f(U) is bornivorous 
-1 
which means that f(U) b . is a T -neighbourhood of 0 . 
It now follows easily that b T is the finest topology on E 
with the same class of bounded sets as T and from this it follows 
b b 
that T = µ(E,E ) . As a result of this we have : 
0.9 Lemma 
If E(T) &fJ homological then T = µ(E,E') . 
0 
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Again we shall say that µ(E,E') &3 boPnological when we mean 
that E is a locally convex space and E(µ(E,E')) is bornological. 
If E(T) is a locally convex space whose topology is metrizable 
then E(T) is bornological, a fact which is worth proving here : 
Let (U ) be decreasing sequence of neighbourhoods of O and 
n 
let V be absolutely convex and bornivorous. We must show that 
u c v 
n 
for some 
some n E JN • 
n E JN • 
1 
Equivalently we show that 1 - u c v 
n n 
for 
Suppose that - u ¢ v 
n n 
for any n EN • Then for each n E :N 
can find x Eu' 
n n nV Now x -+ 0 n because Un t 0 and hence 
{x : n E :N} is bounded. Therefore {x : n E JN} c mV for some 
n n 
rn EJN. But this means that x E mV and we have a contradiction. 
rn 
From the definitions it is immediate that barrelled spaces and 
bornological spaces are quasibarrelled. The interesting papers [9] 
and [14] by Nachbin and Shirota reveal that there is no implication 
between barrelled and bornological spaces. 
D 
j 
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1. SUBSPACE TOPOLOGIES OF BARRELLED TOPOLOGIES 
We shall first show that subspaces of finite codimension in a 
barrelled space are barrelled and then show that this result extends 
to subspaces of countable codimension. In other words we establish 
that the barrelledness property is stable under the formation of finite 
and countable codimensional subspaces. 
The finite codimensional result was first proved by Dieudonne 
[2] in 1952, but the proof given here is due to Amemiya [l]. However, 
the countable codimensional problem resisted solution until 1971, when 
Saxon and Levin [13] and Valdivia (18] presented their proofs that 
such subspaces were barrelled. Ten years later Webb [25] presented a 
simple proof which we give here. 
1.1 Lemma 
Let E(T) be a barrelled space and H a hyperplane in E 
If u &s a barrel &n H then there is a barrel V in E such that 
V n H = U 
Proof: 
Since U is a TjH-barrel, U is absolutely convex, absorbent 
in H and TjH-closed. Thus U is absolutely convex and T-closed 
with U = U n H . There are two possibilities : 
(i) If U c H , then U = U and so U is T-closed. Let 
E = H"EDJKxo with· xo E E'-H and let B = L\xo: jA.j ~ l}. 
Then B is T-compact and consequently B + U is T-closed 
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F~rthermore, B + U is absolutely convex and absorbent in 
E and so we can set V = B + U . 
(ii) If U cl: H then there is some xo E U"- H and hence 
E = H ~D n<xo We show that U is absorbent in E . To 
this end, let x E E and write x = h + Axo with h E H 
and A En< • We have U absorbent in H and so 
h E kU c kU for some k > 0 . Thus 
x = h + >-xo E kU + l>-!u = (k+l>-!)u Hence u is 
absorbent in E and we can set V = U . 0 
1.2 Corollary 
A subspace of finite codimension ~n a barrelled space is barrelled. 
Proof: 
Let E(T) be a barrelled space and let F be a subspace of E . 
We proceed by induction on the codimension of F 
Firstly, suppose codim F = 1 so that F is a hyperplane in E . 
If U is a TIF-barrel, we can find, by the lemma, a T-barrel V such 
that V n F = U Since E(T) is barrelled, V is a T-neighbourhood 
of 0 and thus U is a TIF-neighbourhood of 0 
Now suppose that codim F = n and that the result holds for all 
subspaces of codimension less than n Write E = F GJ G G) K with 
dim G = 1 and dim K = n - 1 Then F © G is barrelled since it 
has codimension n - 1 and now F is barrelled since it is a 
hyperplane in F © G 0 
, 
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1.3 Theorem 
A subspace of countable codimension in a barreZZed space is 
barre Ued. 
Proof: 
Let E(T) be a barrelled space and F a subspace of E of 
countable codimension. Then there is a subspace G of countable 
dimension such that FED G E Let G =span {e.: i EJN'} and let 
]_ 
F = span {e.: i E [n] } Let E1 = F and E = F EB F for 
n-1 n ]_ n 
n > 1 . Then for each n , E is a hyperplane 
n 
00 
and E = u E . Now let u be a Tl -barrel. n F 
n=l 
T-neighbourhood of 0 w such that u = w n 
can find, for each n EJN' a barrel u 
n 
in E 
n 
U2 n E1 = U1 
and generally u n E u for n > 
n n-1 n-1 
Furthermore u = U1 c U2 c c u cu 
n n+l 
00 
Let v = LI u then we have : 
n=l n 
v is absolutely convex since if x,y E v and 
in E , E CE 
n+l n n+l 
We seek a 
F . By lemma 1.1 we 
such that : 
1 . 
c 
!al +Isl < 1 then 
there is some n E JN' such that x,y E U 
n 
Thus ax + By E u c V 
n 
because U is absolutely convex. 
n 
V is absorbent in E since if x EE, there is some n EJN such 
that x E E 
n 
Because U is a barrel in E , U absorbs x and 
n n n 
so V absorbs x • 
Thus V is absolutely convex, absorbent and T-closed, in other words 
V is a T-barrel and hence a T-neighbourhood of 0 . 
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We would like to show that v c 2V since this would imply that 
2V is a T-neighbourhood of 0 and hence v would be a T-neighbourhood 
of 0 with v n F = u . To show that v c 2V , we let z E[ 2V and 
00 
show that z E[ v Since z E: E LJ E 
n=l n 
, we can find some m E 111 
such that z E E Thus z E E and z E[ 2U for all n ;;;. m . m n n 
The Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees that for each n ;;;. m there exists 
f E:E'(Tj )' 
n n En 
for all x Eu 
n 
with the property that f (z) '== 2 
n 
Let be the extension of f 
n 
and 
to 
If (x) I ~ 1 
n 
E (again 
guaranteed by the Hahn-Banach theorem) , then we have g (z) = 2 
n 
and 
jgn (x) I ~ 1 for all x Eu and n;;;. m . 
n 
If A {g : n ;;;. m} then A is a (E', E) -bounded. To see this, let n 
x E E . Then x EE k 
Q, max {k,m} , we have 
for some k E 111 
x E: E with Q, 
and so if we define 
Q, ;;;. m • Consequently 
I g (x) I ~ 1 for all n ;;;. Q, • This means that the countable subset 
n 
{g : n;;;. £} is o(E',E)-bounded and hence A is o(E',E)-bounded. 
n 
Because E is barrelled, A is o(E' ,E)-compact and therefore A 
has a o(E' ,E)-cluster point go EE' • 
Let (g : k E D) be a subnet of the sequence (gn) , with D some 
nk 
directed set, and with gn -+go w.r.t. o(E',E) • 
k 
Then g (x) -+ 90 (x) 
nk 
for each x E E . In particular, g (z)-+ g 0 (z). 
nk . 
Now since each g (z) = 2 , we have g 0 (z) = 2 Dk Also if x E: V , 
then x E: U for some n and we can assume n ;;;. m . 
n 
9o (x) lim gn (x) and hence Jgo (x) I ~ 1 So we have 
k k 
with 9o(z) = 2 and I 90 (x) I ~ 1 for all x Ev . 
-1 
Let B = {A E: lK: I A I < !:!} and w 90 (B) . 
Thus 
go E E' 
Then z +w is a T-neighbourhood of z by the continuity 
go ' (z + W) n V 0 , and therefore z Et V . 
of 
D 
• 
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2. ENLARGEMENTS OF BARRELLED TOPOLOGIES 
Recall that a barrelled space E carries the Mackey topology 
µ(E,E') , If M is a subspace of E* with Mn E' = {0} , we shall 
call E' + M an-enlargement of E' and we shall call µ (E,E'+M) an 
enlargement of µ(E,E') • We shall call the dimension of M, the 
dimension of the enlargement, thus in particular we shall speak of a 
finite-dimensional enlargement E' + M if· M is finite-dimensional, 
and a countable-dimensional enlargement E' + M if M is countable-
dimensional. 
We shall in this chapter investigate the stability of the 
barrelledness property under enlargements of the dual. More precisely, 
if µ(E,E') is barrelled, we investigate the barrelledness of 
µ(E,E'+M) • To anticipate, we shall find that barrelledness is stable 
under finite-dimensional enlargements but not always under countable-
dimensional enlargements. 
We first deal with finite-dimensional enlargements and our 
lemma 2.1 and corollary 2.2 concerning this are from [11) (Theorem 1). 
2.1 Lemma 
Let E be a barrelled space and E' + M a f~nite-dimensional 
enlargement of E'. If B i,s a(E'+M,E)-bounded_, then B cB 1 + B 2 
o(E',E)-compaci;Dubsetoj' E' and B2 i,sa 
o(M,E)"!'compact subset of M . 
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Proof: 
The proof is by induction on dim M . 
(a) If dim M = 1 let p: E' + M-+ E' and q: E' + M -). M be the 
natural projections. 
We first show that q(B) is O(M,E)-bounded. To this end 
let M = JKf where f E E*'- E' and suppose that 
k =sup {lt..I: Af E q(B)} If k = 00 then there is a sequence 
(A.n) with such that It.. I -+ 00 and A. f E q(Bl • Let A. f 
n n n 
then (g ) is a sequence in B . Let h = p(g ) so that 
n n n 
q(g ) 
n 
h + A. f . Since 
n n 
It.. I -+ 00 we can assume that A. # 0 for 
n n 
all n and so : 
-
1 h f A. n + . 
n 
We have a sequence (g ) 
n 
in a O(E'+M,E)-bounded set B and a 
sequence of scalars 
1 
(-1) ). 
n 
g ,-+ 0 
A. n 
n 
with 1 ;:--- -+ 0 • We conclude that 
n 
w.r.t. O(E'+M,E) (i) 
Now (- _1 h) A. n 
n 
is a sequence in E' and from (i) we conclude 
that 
--
1
-h -+f 
A. n 
n 
w.r.t. O(E'+M,E) I I= O(E' ,E) E (ii) 
But E is barrelled and so (ii) implies that f EE' which is 
a contradiction. Hence k < 00 , and this means that q(B) is 
O(M,E)-bounded. 
We can now show that p(B) is O(E',E)-bounded. 
For if (p(gn)) is a sequence in p(B) , we have 
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gn = p(g ) + q(g ) . n n 
1 1 ) 1 Thus -g = - p(g + - q(g ) 
n n n n n n 
1 ) 1 1 ) (iii) and so - p(g -g - - q(g 
n n n n n n 
Nqw (g ) 
n 
is a sequence in the o(E'+M,E)-bounded set B and 
q(gn) is a sequence in the o(M,E)-bounded set q(B) Hence 
the right-hand side of (iii) converges to 0 (w.r.t. o(E'+M,E)) 
and so then does 1 - p(g ) 
n n 
This shows that p(B) is 
a (E' , E) -bounded. 
We can now let B1 be the o(E' ,E)-closure of p(B) and B2 
the o(M,E)-closure of q(B) • 
We note at this stage that µ(E,E'+M) is barrelled because 
any o(E'+M,E)-bounded set is relatively o(E'+M,E)-compact. 
(b) If dim M = n write M = N $ L with dim N = n - 1 and 
dim L = 1 and assume that the lemma holds for all subspaces of 
dimension less than n • Let p: E' + M + E' + N and 
q: E' + M + L be natural projections. By the induction hypothesis 
µ(E,E'+N) is barrelled and so, by the first part, p(B) is 
o(E'+N.E)-bounded and q(B) is o(L,E)-bounded. Again by the 
induction hypothesis p(B) c Bi + K and q(B) c T where s 1 
is o(E' ,E)-compact, K is o(N,E)-compact and T is o(L,E)-
compact. Thus 
B c p(B) + q(B) c B1 + K + T . 
We can now set B2 = K + T since K + T is o(M,E)-compact. 0 
As an immediate consequence of this lemma we glean : 
Ba:rr>elledness is stable under finite-dimensional enlargements of the 
dual space. 
More precisely 
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2 . 2 Coro 11 a ry 
If E is a barrelled space and E' + M &s a finite-dimensional 
enla1'gement of E' , then µ (E,E'+M) is barr•eUed. 
Proof: 
Let B be O(E'+M,E)-bounded, then from 2.1, B is relatively 
O(E'+M,E)-compact. 0 
If E' + M is a countable-dimensional enlargement of the dual 
E' 
{ f.: 
l 
M 
of a barrelled space E(T) , let M = span { f . : i E JN} 
. l 
i E :N} 
00 
u M n 
n=l 
00 
independent and let M 
n 
span {f.: i E [n]}. 
l 
E' c E' + Ml c E' + Mz c ... c E' + M and 
with 
Then 
E' + M = LJ E' + M Since E(T) is barrelled, T = µ(E,E') and 
n=l n 
from 2.2 we deduce that µ(E,E'+M 11 ) is barrelled for each n. What 
then of the barrelledness of µ(E,E'+M) ? We shall first obtain a 
necessary and sufficient condition for µ(E,E'+M) to be barrelled. 
The condition, as might be expected, is one on the o(E'+M,E)-bounded 
sets. We shall then show that µ(E,E'+M) is not always barrelled; 
in fact if E has a countable-dimensional bounded set, then we can 
construct a countable-dimensional enlargement E' + M such that 
µ (E ,_E' +M) is not barrelled. After this we begin the search for 
countable-dimensional barrelled enlargements and, strangely enough, 
we shall find that the existence of an uncountable-dimensional bounded 
set in E allows the construction of a countable-dimensional 
enlargement E' + M such that µ(E,E'+M) is barrelled. This means 
that a barrelled space E has the intriguing property that if it 
contains a bounded set which is large enough, then countable-dimensional 
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enlargements E' + M1 , and E' + M2 can be constructed such that 
µ (E,E'+M1 ) is barrelled, while µ(E,E'+M 2 ) is not! 
In order to proceed, we first need a result by De Wilde and Houet 
[3] on absorbent sequences. If E is a locally convex space, a 
sequence (X ) of subsets of E is called an absorbent sequence if 
n 
and only if (i) x is absolutely convex for each n . n 
(ii) x ex 
n+l for each n . n 
00 
(iii) lJ x is absorbent in E . 
n=l n 
2.3 Theorem 
If E is a locally convex space and (X ) i.s an absorbent 
n 
sequence of closed sets, then every S(E,E')-bounded subset is 
absorbed by some 
Proof: 
x 
n 
Suppose that the S(E,E')-bounded subset A is absorbed by no 
X Then for each n C JN we have A ¢ nX and so we can find 
n n 
x E A'nX 
n n By the Hahn-Banach theorem we can find, for each n E JN, 
f EE' ( with the property that Jf (x ) I > n and f E xO 
n n n n n 
Let F = {f : n EN} , we claim that F is a (E' ,E)-bounded. 
n 
To see this, let x EE We show that { Jf (x) I: n E J} is bounded· 
n 
00 
for countable J CN . Since LJ X is absorbent, there are positive 
n=l n 
integers k(x) and n(x) such that x E k(x)Xn(x) Thus if 
n ~ n(x) we have x c x 
n (x) n and therefore 
' 
x E k(x)X 
n 
for all 
11 ~ n (x) . Thus J f (x) I .;;;; k (x) for all n ~ 11 (x) and so we let 
11 
J = {n E JN: n ~ 11 (x)} • 
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It now follows that pO is a B(E,E')-neighbourhood of O and 
consequently pO absorbs A . This means that we can find a positive 
integer k such that A c kFO and hence I f (x) I ~ k for all n E j[\J. 
n 
In particular, for n > k , we have the contradiction : 
2.4 Corollary 
I f (x ) I > n > k . 
n n 
If E is a barrelled space and (X ) 
n 
D 
.&s an absorbent sequence 
of closed sets, then every o(E,E')-bounded subset is absorbed by some 
x 
n 
Proof: 
If E is barrelled, we have µ(E,E') = B(E,E') and hence if a 
subset is o(E,E')-bounded, it is µ(E,E')-bounded which in this· case 
means B(E,E')-bourtded. D 
Recall that for a locally convex space E , the topology µ(E,E') 
has as a local base: {KO: K is absolutely convex, o(E',E)-compact}. 
Thus the search for a condition for µ(E,E'+M) to be barrelled leads 
naturally to an investigation of the absolutely convex, o(E'+M,E)-
compact subsets of E' + M . The following lemma and theorem are from 
[16] (section 3). 
2.5 Lemma 
Let E be a barrelled space and E' + M a countable-dimensional 
enlargement of E' • Then every absolutely convex, a(E'+M,E)-compact 
subset of E' + M is contained in a finite dimensional enlargement of 
E' • 
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Proof: 
Let M = span { f.: i E JN} with { f.: i EN} independent, 
l l 
M span {f.: i E [n]} and let K be absolutely convex, 
n i 
o(E'+M,E)-compact. We claim that there is some n E JN such that 
Kc E' + M 
n 
00 
Let H = span K = LJ nK Then K is absorbent in H . 
n=l 
If p is the gauge of K , then p is a norm on H which generates 
a topology T on H . The norm topology T has unit ball K and 
H(T) is a Banach space. Thus T = S(H,H') and so K is 
5(H,H 1 )-bounded. Let x = Kn (EI +M ) • 
n n 
Then x c x 
n n+l 
X is absolutely convex for each n EJN • Furthermore, n 
and 
LI xn K n ( :_u1E' +Mn)= Kn (E'+M) = K which is absorbent in H 
n=l ~ 
and ~o (Xn) is an absorbent sequence in H . 
We show that each X is T-closed 
n 
Each µ(E,E'+M) is barrelled which implies that each E' + M 
n n 
is o(E'+M ,E)-quasi-complete. 
n 
Since K is o(E'+M,E)-closed, 
x is o(E'+M ,E)-closed in E' + M • Since K is o(E'+M.E)-bounded, 
n n n 
each X is o(E'+M ,E)-bounded, Therefore each X is 
n n n 
o(E'+M ,E)-compact and hence o(E'+M,E)-compact and consequently 
n 
o(E'+M,E)-closed. It now follows that each X is T-closed because 
n 
0 (E'+M,E) IH c i . 
Invoking the DeWilde- Houet theorem we see that K is absorbed 
by some x 
n 
Suppose that K c kX , then 
n Kc k(E'+M ) = E' + M n n 
0 
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2.6 Theorem 
If E ·&s a barrelled space and E' + M is a countable-dimensional 
enlargement of E' , then µ(E,E'+M) &s barrelled iff every 
a(E'+M,E)-bounded set is contained in a finite dimensional enlargement 
of E' • 
Proof: 
Again let M = span {f. : i E :N} 
l 
and M = span {f.: i E [n]} 
n i 
with {fi: i EJN} independent. Let B be a o(E'+M,E)-bounded set 
and let K be the closed, absolutely convex hull of B . Then K 
is also o(E'+M,E)-bounded and since µ(E,E'+M) is barrelled, K is 
o(E'+M,E)-compact. By the previous lemma, K is contained in some 
E' + M and hence B c E' + M 
n n 
Conversely let K be absolutely convex and o(E'+M,E)-bounded. 
Then by assumption, K c E' + M for some n . 
n 
This means that K 
is o(E'+M ,E)-bounded and, since µ(E,E'+M) is barrelled, K is 
n n 
µ(E,E'+M )-equicontinuous. Thus K is µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 
n 0 
In [11] (Theorem 2) it is shown that a barrelled space which 
has a countable-dimensional bounded subset is not stable under 
countable-dimensional enlargements of its dual. 
More precisely : 
2 o 7 Theorem 
Let E be a barrelled space Mhich has a countable-dimensional 
bounded subset. Then there is a countable-dimensional enlargement 
E' + M such that µ(E,E'+M) &s not barrelled. 
Proof: 
Let A = { e : n E :N} 
n 
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be o(E,E')-bounded and independent in E . 
We seek an independent B = { f : n EN} c E* with the property that: 
n 
if M =span B, then Mn E' = {O} and B is o(E'+M,E)-bounded 
but not S(E'+M,E)-bounded (and hence not µ (E,E'+M)-equicontinuous). 
If A is a (E,E'+M)-bounded, then AO n (E' + M) is a 
S(E'+M,E)-neighbourhood of 0 and so we want AO not to absorb 
B . In other words we want B ¢ kAO for all k > 0 
Let H {e : a E I} be a Hamel basis for E with JN c I . 
a 
Define g: H 7]( 
n 
e 7 n 
n 
e 7 0 
a 
n E :N 
a (£JN 
Extend each gn by linearity to E and denote the extension by 
Thus each f E E* and so we let B = {f : n E JN} and claim that 
n n 
B has the required properties. 
To show that B is independent, let 
finite subset of JN • 
I k f 
nEJ n n 
0 with J a 
f 
n 
Then for m E J : ( l k f ) {em) = l k f (e ) k f (e ) 
mm m 
mk 
m 
0 . nc~ n n n n m c...1 nEJ 
This implies that k 
m 
0 for all m E J 
x EE 
B is o(E*,E)-bounded and hence o(E'+M,E)-bounded, because if 
we can write x = l k e + l k e with J a finite subset 
nEJ n n aEK a a 
of JN and K a finite subset of I""-JN • Let k = l I kn I n . Then 
nEJ 
for n E JN we have : 
If (x) I < \ lk It (e ) + \' lk If (e ) n L nnn Lana 
nEJ aEK 
k + 0 k • 
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A is a (E,E'+M)-bounded since if f E E' + M , we can write 
f = g + l k f with g ( E' 
n n 
nEJ 
and J a finite subset of 1'1 • 
Then I f ( e ) I ,;:;; I g ( e ) I + 2. I k I f ( e ) . ,;:;; I g ( e ) l + in I k I . 
m m · nnrn m m 
nEJ 
Let £=max {mjkmj: m E J}. Since A is o(E,E')-bounded and g EE', 
there is some k > 0 such that lg (em) I ,;:;; k for all m CN . Thus 
If (e 'I ,;:;; k + .£ m for all m EN • 
Finally, if B c kAO then If (e > I ~k 
n m 
for all m,nElN. 
Thus in particular If (e ) I = n ,;:;; k for all n E lN 
n n a contradiction. 
0 
We note in passing that the existence of an iDfinite-dimenf;ional 
bounded subset of E implies that E' f E* since if E' = E* then 
every bounded subset is finite-dimensional. Of course, in order to 
talk about enlargements of E' we need E' f E* a condition that 
we sh.;ill assume from now on. 
The next few results : 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 can be found in 
[12] (theorems 1, 2 and 3). 
2. 8 Theorem 
If E &s barrelled and E' + M is a finite or countable 
dimensional enla1~gement of E' ., then µ (E,E~+M) is not complete. 
Proof: 
Suppose that p (E,E'+M) is complete. Let H denote the 
collection of hyperplanes in E' + M and let K denote the collection 
of absolutely convex o(E'+M,E)-compact subsets of E' + M . Then 
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{KO: KE K} is a local base for µ(E,E'+M) . Thus by Grothendieckrs 
completeness theorem we have : 
µ (E,E'+M) is complete iff (H EH, K E K => H n K is 0(E'+M,E)-ciosed) 
=> H is a(E'+M,E)-closed (i) 
Let H EH with E' c H . Then since E' is a(E*,E)-dense in E* , 
so is H • Thus H is not a(E*,E)-closed and since H c E' + M , 
this means that H is not a(E'+M,E)-closed. 
Hence, by (i) I there is some K E K such that H n K is not 
a(E'+M,E)-closed (ii) 
From 2.5 and 2.1 we deduce that Kc A+ B with A a a(E',E)-compact 
set and B a finite-dimensional compact set. Since A + B is 
o(E'+M,E)-compact and K is a(E'+M,E)-closed in A+ B I H n K is 
a(E'+M,E)-closed in H n (A+B) Now H n (A+B) = A + (HnB) 
To see this, let a + b = h E (A+B) n H then b h - a E H 
(because a E A c E' c H and so b E I-1 n B . 
Thus H n K is o(E'+M,E)-closed in A + (H n B) c A + B . 
Consequently H n K is a(E'+M,E)-compact and hence o(E'+M,E)-closed, 
which contradicts (ii). 
2 . 9 Coro 11 a ry 
If E ~s a barrelled space with E' 1 E* , then E' has 
uncountable codimension ~n E * 
Proof: 
0 
Write E* = E' + M and suppose that M is finite or countable-
dimensional. Then by 2.8, µ(E,E*) = µ(E,E'+M) is not complete, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
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Merely re-wording this corollary we obtain 
2 .10 Coro 11 ary 
Let E be a locally convex space with E' # E * If E' has 
fin-itc 01' countable cocl'imerwion frl E * , then E &s not barrelled. 
We can now show that any barrelled space is "unstable under 
countable-dimensional enlargements of its dual". This recovers 2.7 
which concerned the special case of barrelled spaces which had 
countable-dimensional bounded sets. This next theorem, 2.11, 
includes the case where all bounded sets are finite dimensional. It 
is worth noting that in 2.7 we did not use the barrelledness of E(T) 
except to assert that T = µ(E,E') , whereas the barrelledness of 
E (T) is necessary for 2 .11. 
2 .11. Theorem 
If E &s a barrelled space then there is a countable-dimensional 
enlargement E' + M of E' such that µ(E,E'+M) is not barrelled. 
Proof: 
Let H be a hyperplane in E* with E' c H • From 2. 10 we 
infer that µ(E,H) is not barrelled. Hence there ·is a o(H,E)-bounded 
subset B such that B is not µ(E,H)-equicontinuous. (i) 
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If E' + N c H is a finite-dimensional enlargement of E' I 
then by 2.2, µ(E,E'+N) is barrelled. Thus if B c E' + N, then 
B would be o(E'+N,E)-bounded and hence B would be 
µ(E,E'+N)-equicontinuous. Consequently B would be µ(E,H)-equi-
continuous, contradicting (i}. 
Thus B ¢ E' + N for any finite-dimensional enlargement 
E' + N c H • (ii) 
We use (ii) to construct M as follows 
For each n EN I let E' + M be a finite-dimensional n 
enlargement of E' with E' + M c H . Then for each n I B ¢ E' n 
and so we can choose f E B'-E' + M Furthermore we can choose 
n n 
f 
n 
such that f <f span { f. : i < n} . 
n i. 
For if not, we would have 
B cspan {f.: i E [n]} for some n. 
1. 
Writing each 
with g. E E' and h. E E*' E' , we see that then 
1. 1. 
f. = g. + h. 
1. 1. 1. 
B c E' +span {h.: i E [n]} which contradicts (ii). Let 
1. 
A= {f.: i EN} and let M = span A • Then M has countable 
1. 
dimension and M n E' = {0} because A n E' = 0 . 
+ M 
n 
Hence we have a countable-dimensional enlargement E' + M of E' . 
Now since Ac B and B is o(H,E)-bounded, A is o(E'+M,E)-bounded. 
But A is containedJin no finite-dimensional enlargement of E' and 
so by 2.6 we conclude that µ(E,E'+M) is not barrelled. 0 
We shall now attempt to gain information about µ(E,E'+M) in terms 
'of the properties of MO . Again we shall have E' + M a countable-
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dimensional enlargement of the dual E' and let M = span {f.: i EN} 
l 
with { f. : i E ::N} 
l 
independent and M 
n 
span {f.: i E [n]} 
l 
Hence 
Mo {xE E: lf.(x)I < 1 Vi E [n]} = {xE E: f.(x) = 0 Vi E [n]} 
n i i 
Similarly Mo {x E E: f. (x) 
l 
0 V i E ::N} 
So we have EI c EI + M1 c ... c EI + M c 
n 
and 
00 
n 
i=l 
c 
n J. 
n f. 
i=l l 
f.L 
i 
E' + M 
(i) 
n 
Also, {f 1 , ••• , fn+l} 
in other words MO¢ fl. 
is independent and hence n ~ q:' f J. 
· n+l i=l l 
n n+l , from which we deduce that MO f MO n+l n 
This implies that (i) is a strictly decreasing sequence of subspaces 
of E and since M is countable-dimensional, MO is an infinite-
codimensional subspace of E . 
Recall that 9ne of the characterisations of a barrelled space is 
that if any collection of continuous linear functions from the space 
to any other locally convex space is pointwise bounded, then it is 
equicontinuous (0.4)" We now prove a lemma from [ 11] which improves 
on this. 
2.12 Theorem 
Let E(T) and F(T') be locally convex spaces and D a dense, 
barrelled subspace of E If Ac L(E,F) and A is pointwise 
bounded on D , then A &D T-equicontinuowJ. 
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Proof: 
Let v be an absolutely convex closed T'-neighbourhood of 0 in 
n 
-1 
F We must show that f(V) = w is a T-neighbourhood of 0 in 
fEA 
E Since A is pointwise bounded on D we have { f (x) : f E A} is 
T'-bounded for each x ED • Thus for each x ED there is some 
k(x) > O such that {f (x): f EA} c k(x)V , and hence x E k(x)W • 
This means that W absorbs the points of D • (i) 
We can now show that D n w is a Tl -barrel. 
D 
Since each f E 
is continuous, w is T-closed and so D n w is Tl -closed. It is 
of 
D 
course absolutely convex and is absorbent on D because of 
Since D is Tl -barrelled we now have that D n W is a 
D 
( i) • 
TI -neighbourhood of 0 • Hence there is a T-neighbourhood of 0 
D 
u I such that u n D = w n D Since D is dense in E , we invoke 
0. 1 and claim that UC U n D Thus Uc U Un D W 0 D 
Hence for each f E A we have 
f (U) c f (un D) c f (Un D) = f (W n D) c v = v • 
-1 
So u c n f(Y) = w and hence w is a T-neighbourhood of 0 • 
~A 0 
Some obvious corollaries now follow 
2.13 Corollary 
A 
If E (T) &s a locally convex space and D is a dense barrelled 
subspace of E .. then every a(E',D)-bounded subset is T-equicontinuous. 
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Proof: 
A set is pointwise bounded on D iff it is o(E' ,D)-bounded. 
2 . 14 Coro ll a ry 
A locally convex space with a dense barrelled subspace is itself 
barrel led. 
Proof: 
Let E(T) be a locally ~onvex space and D a dense barrelled 
subspace of E • Let A be o(E',E)-bounded, Then A is 
o(E',D)-bounded and hence is T-equicontinuous. 0 
If E is a locally convex space then µ (E,E*) is barrelled and 
µ (E ,E') c µ(E,E*) • Thus the collection of all barrelled topologies 
on E which are stronger than µ(E,E') is nonempty. Denote this 
collection by {T:aEI} 
a 
The inductive limit topology T. 
1 
is 
also barrelled and so is the strongest barrelled topology on E 
which is weaker than each T 
a It is also the weakest barrelled 
topology on E which is stronger than µ (E,E') (for if T is a 
barrelled topology on E stronger than p (E,E') , then T = T 
a 
for some a ) . The topology T, 
1 
is called the K6mura topology 
and we shall denote it by k(E,E') • (see [ 8] ) • 
For a subspace G of E* , the quasi-completion of G denoted 
by q(G) is defined to be the smallest quasi-complete subspace of 
E* which contains G . In other words q(G) is the intersection of 
all quasi-complete subspaces of E* which contain G 
D 
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2 .15 Lemma 
Let E be a locally convex space and G a subspace of E* 
containing E'. 'Then E(k(E,G))' q(G) 
Proof: 
By definition, q(G) is quasi-complete and hence µ(E,q(G)) is 
barrelled. It follows that k(E,G) c µ(E,q(G)) and then we have 
E(k(E,G))' c E(µ(E,q(G)))' q(G) 
On the other hand k(E,G) is barrelled and hence E(k(E,G))' is 
quasi-complete. Thus q(G) c E(k(E,G)) • • D 
We can now sharpen 0.3. 
2.16 Corollary 
If E &s a locally convex space and G &s a subspace of E* 
containing E' , then µ (E,G) is barrelled iff k (E,G) µ (E,G) 
iff q(G) = G • 
Proof: 
Immediate from 2.15. D 
The following theorems 2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 are from (11] (Theorems 
3, 4, 5 and 6) • 
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2 .17 ·Theorem 
Let E be a barrelled space and E' + M a countable-dimensional 
enlargement of E' • If Mo is dense and barrelled~ then E' + q(M) 
is also an enlargement of E' and 
k(E,E'+M) = µ (E,E'+q(M)) 
Proof: 
Firstly we must show that q(M) n E' = {O}. 
Let Moo denote the polar of Mo in E* Then since o(E*,E) is 
complete and MOO is closed in E* Moo is o(E*,E)-complete and 
hence quasi-complete. Thus we have q(M) c Moo and it suffices to 
show that Moo n E' = {O} . So let f E Moo n E' I then f (x) = 0 
for all x E MO . Then f is continuous and vanishes on the dense 
subspace MO I from which we conclude that f vanishes everywhere on 
E I in other words f = 0 
From 2.16 k(E,E'+M) = µ(E,E'+q(M)) iff µ(E,E'+q(M)) is 
barrelled iff E' + q(M) is quasi-complete, so we show that E' + q(M) 
is quasi-complete. To this end, let BCE' + q(M) be o(E'+q(M) ,E)-
bounded. Let Pl: E' + q(M) -+ E' and P2: E' + q(M) -+ q(M) be the 
natural projections. For f E B let f1 = Pl (f) and fz = P2 (f) 
Then f2 E q(M) c Moo and hence f 2 (x) = 0 for all x E MO . 
Since B is o(E'+q(M) ~E)-bounded, B is pointwise bounded on E 
and hence B is pointwise bounded on Mo • Hence, for x E MO we 
have that 
{f (x): f E B} 
is bounded. 
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In other words, P1(B) is pointwise bounded on MO . It follows from 
2.13 that P1(B) is equicontinuous and therefore relatively 0 (EI ,E) -
compact. Let Pl (B) c K with Kan absolutely convex 0 (E' ,E)-compact 
set. Now P2(B) CB - P1(B) CB+ K apd hence P2(B) is a(E*,E)-
bounded. Since P2(B) c q(M) we conclude that p 2 (B) is relatively 
o(E*,E)~compact. Let p 2 (B) c L with L a CT(E*,E)-compact set. 
Then B c P1 (B) + p 2 (B) c K + L and K + L is o(E*,E)-compact. 
0 
2 .18 Theorem 
Let E be a barrelled space and E'+M a countable-dimensional 
enlargement of E' . 
Let q(M) denote the quasi-corrrpletion of M 
Let c(M) denote the corrrpletion of M (0 (M,E)) . 
Let Moo denote the polar &n E* of MO . 
If MD has countable codimension &n E , then µ(E,E'+M) &snot 
barrelled and in this case q(M) = c(M) = Moo 
Proof: 
Let E = Mo ffi X with X countable dimensional. Then 
X(a(X,E*)) is topologically isomorphic to E/MO with the quotient 
topology induced by o(E,E*) (i) 
We now assert that o(Moo,E) = o(MOO,E/MO) . (ii) 
To show (ii) let U be a o(MOO,E)-neighbourhood of 0 Then 
{x 1 , ••• , x } CE . n Since x. E E = MO ffi X := MO ffi E/MO we can )_ 
write x. )_ xl + x2 with xl E MO and x2 E E/MO i i i i 
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Then f(x~) = 0 for f E Moo and hence l 
u = { f E MOO: If (x~ >I < 
l 
1 v i E [n]} is a o(MoqE/MO)-neighbourhood 
of 0 Hence o (MOO ,E) c o (M09E/MO) Conversely, E/MO 
""" x and 
X is a subspace of E and so o(Moo,E/MO)c o(MO~E) 
Now since E/MO is countable-dimensional, o(Moo,E/MO) has a 
countable base. Thus MOO(o(Moo,E/MO)) = MOO(o(E*,EJI 00 ) is M 
metrisable and hence M(o(E*,E) JM ) is metr:isable since M is a 
subspace of Moo. It follows that Moo c(M) = q(M) We note that 
since M is countable-dimensional and c(M) is complete, c(M) '/ M 
by the Baire category theorem. 
Suppose that µ (E,E'+M) were barrelled. Then q(E'+M) = E' + M. 
Hence E' +Mc E' + q(M) c q(E'+M) = E' + M and so q(M) c E' + M • 
Write q(M) M + q(M) n E' Then q(M) = c(M) implies that q(M) 
is o(E*,E)-complete, and hence o(E*,E)-quasi-complete. Since E 
is barrelled, E' is o(E*,E) I , = o(E',E)-quasi-complete. 
E 
Thus we have q(M) n E' both quasi-complete and metrisable and so it 
is o(E*,E)-complete and hence o(E*,E)-closed. Thus we have 
q(M) n E' a closed subspace of the Frechet space q(M) with 
countable codimension. Since this cannot happen, we have a 
contradiction. D 
From 2.17 and 2.18 we conclude that if MO is dense and barrelled 
and also has countable codimension in E , then µ(E,E'+M) is not 
barrelled and k(E,E'+M) = µ(E,E'+q(M)) • Thus if it is possible to 
have MO dense, barrelled and of countable codimension in E , we 
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have again proved the existence of a non-barrelled countable-dimensional 
enlargement (Theorem 2.7). 
In fact, the condition of Theorem 2.7 is sufficient to ensure 
that MO has the required properties. More precisely: 
2.19 Theorem 
If E is a barrelled space 1.Jith a countable-dimensional bounded 
set, then there 'IAJ a countable-dimensional enlargement E' + M of 
E' 1.Ji th the prope_r-ty that Mo has coun-tab le codimension in E (and 
&s therefore ban'e l led by 1. 3) and Mo is dense in E • 
Proof: 
Let B = {e.: i E JN} be independent and bounded in E 
l Extend 
B to a basis A = {e : a E I} for E with JN c I . Let 
a 
and 
by 
s = 
f (e ) 
n n 
f (e ) 
n a 
1 for n E JN 
0 for a -1 n 
extend each f by linearity to E , 
n 
f Thus f E E* 
n n 
{ f : n EN} and let 
n 
To prove (ii) , let 
and (i) holds for 
J = {n E JN: f E 
n 
J is finite. 
s 1 = {nf : n E J} n 
(i) 
denoting the extension 
each f Let 
n 
EI} . We assert 
(ii) 
Then and 
again 
is o(E' ,E)-bounded. Consequently s 1 is S(E',E)-bounded (E is 
barrelled) and hence s 1 is absorbed by BU Thus there is some 
k > 0 such that s 1c kBO and so we have 
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j nf (e ) j < k for all n E J and all m E JN . n m 
Hence J must be finite. 
Bz 
Let 
Then 
(if 
Thus 
Now let Sz = { f : n E N'-J} = {g : n E ]'..]} say, and let n n 
{e : n E :N'J} = {x : n E ]'..]} say. Then: n n 
g (x ) 1 for nEN n n 
gn (e ) 0 for a 'I n Cl. 
gn E E*'- E' 
Mz span Sz thus M2 = n .l Furthermore gn 
rt::N 
E span B2 IJ) MO 2 (iii) 
To prove (iii), let x E E then 
x 
g = f then 
n m 
(finite sums) \' k e + L a a 
a EI 
\ke +'\' 9,x l n n l n n 
nEJ n€N 
+ 
ffi ( J t SO 
for all 
+ say. 
f (e ) = 0 
m n 
for all n E J) • 
n E ]'..] implies that .l Y1 + Y2 E n g 
neN n 
and (iii) is proved. 
If we set then : 
codim L < codim M~ dim span B2 (by (iii)) (iv) 
Let K be an algebraic complement of L contained in span B2 , 
then K UJ L E and we can choose B3 c B2 such that K = span B3 
as follows : 
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Let n ( 1) min { n: x (E L} 
n 
n(2) min { n: x Et span {L U {xn(l)}}} 11 
n(m) min { n: X· ~ span {L U {xn(1)' fl • • I x n (m-1)}}} . n 
and let B3 {x n (m) · m E JN} . 
If L were of countable codimension in E , then K would be 
countable dimensional and hence the bounded .subsets of K would be 
finite-dimensional (K is just ¢ with the weak topology). But 
B3 c B and B is bounded. Thus B3 would be bounded and hence 
K = span B3 would be finite-dimensional. This contradiction, together 
with (iv) establishes that : 
K is finite-dimensional or equivalently, 
L is finite-codimensional (v) 
If dim K 0 , then L E and we can set M 
If 
Let M 
dim K = k E N , then K = span { x ) , ... , x } 
n(l n(k) 
span { g : n E :N '- {n ( 1) , •.• , n (k) } } 
n 
then 
Mz • 
xn(i) EMO for i E [k] (because g (x ) 
n m 
0 for m :f n) 
and 0 0 ML c M (because M c M2 ) 
Consequently LU {xn(l), .•. , xn(k)} c MO 
Thus span {LU {xn(l)' ••. , xn(k)}} cMU 
In other words : L ED K = E c MO . Hence MO is dense in E and . 
by construction MO has countable codimension in E . 
0 
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We have seen that there is always a non-barrelled countable-
dimensional enlargement of a barrelled space and we now establish some 
conditions which guarantee the existence of a barrelled countable-
dimensional enlargement of a barrelled space. The first theorem 
regarding this (2.20) is from [16] (Theorem 1). 
2.20 Theorem 
If a baY'relled space E has a bounded 3ubset A with 
dim (span A) = c , then there is a countable-dimensional enlargement 
E' + M such that µ (E ,E' +M) is ban•el led. 
Proof: 
If B is the absolutely convex hull of A I then B is also 
bounded and span A = span B . Let G = span B then dim G = c . 
The gauge of B defines a norm Ii • 11 on G with 
{x: Ii xii < 1} c Be {x: 11 xii ,,,;; 1} . Let T be the corresponding norm 
topology on G, then T = p(G,G') • Since dim G = c = dim w 
there is an algebraic isomorphism T: G + w. Then T': ¢ + G* is 
injective. Let F = T (¢) then 
the bounded subsets of F are finite-dimensional (i) 
If D denotes the unit ball in G' , then D is S(G' ,G)-
bounded and hence D is o(G',G)-bounded. Thus, since F n D c DI 
F n D is a o(G*,G)-bounded subset of F and is therefore finite 
dimensional by (i). But F n G' F n span D = span (F n D) and so 
F n G' is finite-dimensional. 
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Let F F n G' ffi N I then N is countable-dimensional. 
Let E H EB G . For f E N , let f: E -+ JK 
x -r f(x) for x E G 
x -)- 0 for x E H 
Then f E E* because f E G* . Let M = {£: f E N} , then M is a 
countable-dimensional subspace of E* 
To see that M n E' = {0} , let f E M n E' . Then t is 
~(E,E')-continuous. Suppose f ~ 0 . Then, since f EN ; f ~ G' 
and hence f is not µ(G,G')-continuous. But µ(E,E')b c µ(G,G') 
and so f f/G is µ(G,G')continuous. This contradiction shows 
that f 0 
We have the picture 
E 
T /~ 
w~G H 
""/ 
E* 
I 
E' + M 
{O} M/~E' 
~/ 
0 
Thus we have a countable-dimensional enlargement E' + M and it 
remains to show that µ(E,E'+M) is barrelled. This we shall do by 
employing 2.6, so let X be a o(E'+M,E)-bounded subset of E' + M . 
Then each f E X can be written f = g(f) + h(f) where g(f) E E' 
and h(f) EN . Let Y 
f = g(f) + h(f) and so 
{f I : f E X} 
G Then for flG E Y , let 
Hence Y c G' + N , consequently Y is o(G'+N,G)-bounded. 
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Let p: G' + N 7 G' I q: G' + N 7 N and r: E' + M 7 M be natural 
projections, For y E Y let z(y) 1 if 11 p (y)I! ~ 1 II p(y) II • y 
y otherwise 
Let Z {z(y): y E Y} , then we assert that: 
Z is o(G'+N,G)-bounded, (ii) 
To show this, let x E G. We must show that {l<x,z(y)>I y E Y} 
is bounded. Now l<x,z(y)>I l<~{'llp/y)ll·· y>I.;;;; l<x,y>j if llp(y)I! ~ 1, 
and so l<x,z(y)>I.;;;; j<x,y>I for all y E Y 
H~nce {/<x,z(y)>I: y E Y} is bounded because {/<x,y>I: y E Y} is 
bounded. For y E Y , let y g(y) + h(y) . Then for x E G we have: 
I <x,p(z (y)) >I /<x,g(y)>/ .;;;; l<x,y>I 
Thus: p(Z) is o(G' ,G)-bounded. (iii) 
It now follows from (ii) and (iii) that q(Z) is o(G'+N,G)-bounded. 
But q(Z) c N c F and the bounded subsets of F are finite-dimensional. 
Hence q(Z) is finite dimensional. Since dim q(Z) = dim q(Y) q(Y) 
is also finite dimensional. Now q(Y) = {h(f): f Ex} , and 
r(X) ={h(f): f E x} . In other words: r(X) = {h:h E q(Y)} , and 
hence r(X) is finite-dimensional. 
Finally, X = {f: f EX} = {g(f) + h(f): f EX} c E' + r(X) and 
we have shown that any o(E'+M,E)-bounded set X is contained in a 
finite-dimensional enlargement E' + r(X) and thus ~(E,E'+M) is 
barrelled. 0 
' 
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This last result has been improved upon in [12] as follows : 
For a dual pair < E,F > , we say that F - has plen-ty of bounded sequences 
iff for every sequence ( f ) 
n in F there is an infinite subsequence 
(f ) and a o (F,E)-bounded subset B such that Ilk 
{f k E JN} c span B • 
nk 
Equivalently 
F has plenty of bounded sequence iff for every 
F -there is a sequence {A ) in lK and a subsequence n 
A 
-:/- 0 for all k , such -tha-t A. f -+ 0 1J. Y'. -t, nk n n 
Proof: 
Let F have plenty of bounded sequences and let 
sequence (f 
n 
(nk) wi-th 
O(F,E) . 
(f ) be a 
n 
) 
sequence in F • Let (f ) be a subsequence and let 
nk . B be O(F,E)-
bounded with { f : k E JN} c span B 
nk We can assume that B is 
00 
absolutely convex and so span B LJ nB 
For f 
-:/- 0 let f 
nk nk 
A. f E 1 Thus A -B 
nk nk nk nk 
E Ct B 
nk 
f -+ 0 
nk 
n=l 
Let 
w.r.t. 
1 
Ct 
Ilk 
O(F,E) 
then 
as 
Jbecause B is o(F,E)-bounded.) So if we set A - 0 for each 
n 
n ~ 
Then 
{nk: k E JN} then 
Conversely given 
A f -+ 0 w.r.t. O(F,E) as n -+ 00 • 
n n 
(A ) 
n B = {>.. f k EN} 
nk nk 
as described, let 
A. f -+ O w.r.t. 
nk nk O(F,E) as k -+ 00 implies that B is 
O(F,E)-bounded. Furthermore {f k E JN} C: span B • 
nk 
D 
-in 
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For example if T ~ o (F , E) is a metrisabl e topology for F , 
then F has plenty of bounded seque nces. To see this , let 
a decreasing sequence of basic T-neighbourhood of 0 and let 
be a sequence in F . Then : 
For each n E JN U is absorbent so let f E A U 
n n n n 
Le t B = {-1 f A n 
n 
n E ::N } h '0 d 1 f 0 T en u y an so + 
n A n 
n 
as n + oo Thus B is T-bounded and he nce o(F,E)-bounded 
have {f : n EN} c span B • 
n 
(U ) 
n 
(f ) 
n 
be 
w. r.t . T 
and we 
For another example let F be the s trict inductive limit of a 
sequence (F (T )) of Frechet spaces and let T be the inductive 
n n 
limit topology on F . Let E = F(T)' , then <E , F > is a dual pair 
but F does not have plenty of bounded s equences because if B is 
o(F , E)-bounded then B is T- bounde d . Consequently B c F 
n 
for some 
n and this implies that B i s T -bounded. 
n 
Choose f E F ....... F , 
n n n - 1 
then we have the s equence ( f ) 
n 
in F • But if ( f ) 
nk 
is a 
Subsequence with {f k E JN} c span B for some o(F , E)-bounded B , 
nk 
then : 
{ f k E JN} c F for some n . 
nk n 
The following theorem i s the n prove d in [ 12] (Theorem 4) . 
Let E be a barre l led space wi t h dim E :;;;. c I f E has a 
subs pace G lJi th dim G = c and [JUCh t hat G' G(]J(E , E ' )I ) ' has 
G 
Plenty of bounded sequences , then there 1.-S a countable- dimensional 
enlargement E ' + M of" E ' such that J..1 (E , E ' +M) is barre Ue d. 
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The construction of M is similar to the construction in 2.20 
and we omit it here. That this result is an improvement of 2.20 is 
seen as follows 
Let B be a bounded subset of E with dim(span B) = c . 
Let G span B (we assume that B is absolutely convex). 
Let l 
G 
be the topology induced on G by the gauge of B , then 
since B is bounded, JJ(E,E')I CT G G Hence 
G' F say. 
We must show that G' has plenty of bounded sequences so let 
(f ) be a sequence in G' 
n 
Then BO is absorbent ih E' (because 
B is bounded in E) and so for each n E JN there is some A E :IK 
n 
such that 
f E A. BO so let f = A. g Mith g E BO . 
n n n n n n 
Thus {f 
n 
: n E :N} c span BO and BO is o(G' ,G)-bounded (B is a 
T -neighbourhood of 
G 
0 and hence BO is O(F,G)-compact. Thus Bo 
is O(F,G)-bounded and consequently O(G',G)-bounded). 0 
The next theorem (2.21) provides another condition for the 
existence of a countable-dimensional barrelled enlargement and was 
proved in [ 12] (Theorem 5) . 
2.21 Theorem 
If a barrelled space E has a dense barrelled subspace F with 
codim F > c .. then there -is a countable-dimensional enlargement E' + M 
such that µ(E,E'+M) -is barrelled. 
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Proof: 
Let F c L c: E with codim L =; c . Then L is dense in E 
because F is and by 2.14, L is a barrelled subspace of E . Let 
E = G ~ L , then dim G = c = dim w and so G is algebraically 
isomorphic to w • Endow G with the product topology T 
1f 
and let 
H = G(Tn)' • For f E H , let f: E 7 JK 
x 7 f(G) for x E G 
for x E L . 
-
Let M = {f: f E H} , then M is algebraically isomorphic to ~ 
and is therefore a countable-dimensional subspace of E* . We claim 
that M n E' = {o} To see this let f E M n E' I then f is 
continuous on E and vanishes on the dense subspace L and hence 
vanishes everywhere on E . In other words f 0 . Thus E' + M 
is a countable-dimensional enlargement of E' . 
We next assert that MO = L . This is because : 
-Mo = {x E E: f(x) = O for all f E H} . 
Thus if x E E , write x = x1 + x2 with x1 E G and x2 E L . 
Then for x E MO 
f (x) f(x 1) = 0 for all f EH . 
Consequently x 1 = 0 and hence x = xL. E L Conversely if x E L , 
-. 
then f(x) = 0 for all f E H and so x EMO 
Finally, we show that µ(E,E'+M) is barrelled 
Let B be o(E'+M,E)-bounded. 
Let p: E' + M 7 E' and q: E' + M 7 M be the natural projections. 
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Then p(B) is o(E' ,M0 )-bounded since if x EMO then 
fl<x,p(f)>j: f EB}= {j<x,f>j: f EB} (because q(f) E M) which is 
bounded. In other words, p(B) is pointwise bounded on the dense 
subspace MO Hence, by 2.13, p(B) is µ(E,E')-equicontinuous and 
hence p(B) is relatively o(E' ,E)-compact. Let p(B) c K 1 with K 1 
o(E' ,E)-compact. Because B and p(B) are bounded, so is q(B) . 
Since q(B) c M , q(B.) is o(M,E)-bounded and the bounded subsets of 
M are finite-dimensional. Hence there is a o(M,E)-compact K2 with 
q(B) c K2 Thus B c p(B) + q(B) c K 1 + K~ and B is therefore 
relatively o(E'+M,E)-compact. D 
We shall call a dense, barrelled subspace F with codim F ~ c , 
a satisfactory subspace and we have just seen in Theorem 2.21 that a 
barrelled space which has a satisfactory subspace has a countable-
dimensional barrelled enlargement. We therefore begin the search for 
satisfactory subspaces of barrelled spaces. We first give an example 
due to Robertson and Yeomans ((11]), to show that satisfactory sub-
spaces do indeed exist. 
2.22 Example 
Let :N E = lR zJith the product topology .. then E has a satisfactory 
subspace. 
Let s = }:R the direct sum of a countable number of copies 
JN 
of lR Then s = {x = (x ) E E: {n: x f O} is finite} . Let T n n 
be the product topology on E, then s is T-dense in E . Furthermore, 
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dim E I El = c and S has countable dimension. 
Let B {e : ('( E ( 0, 1)} be a basis for E and let 
('( 
I = { 1 - :zn n E N} Then I is a countable subset of (0, 1) 
Let m(n) 1 2n then e 
m(n) E B for each n E JN . Thus if 
D = {em(n): n E JN} D spans a countable-dimensional subspace of E 
and so D may be assumed to be a basis for S . 
Let L 
n 
span { e __ : :zn .;;;; a < 1} 
a 
then, since -1 m(n) :;;;;. 2 for all 
for all n • Thus D c L1 and hence span D = S c L1 • 
00 00 
Also, since ( 0, 1) = U [ 2n, 1) 
n=l 
we have E = LJ L and hence : 
n=l n 
S c L 1 c L2 c . . . c L c . . . c E • n 
Now E is T-complete and hence E is non-meagre in itself. Thus 
there is some k E JN such that Lk is non-meagre in E Then : 
(a) Lk is dense in E because s is dense in E 
(b) codim Lk = I {a: 0 < ('( < 2k}I c . 
( c) Lk is barrelled since 
if v is a barrel in Lk , then Lk = u nV 
nE JN 
Since Lk is non-meagre in E I there is some n E JN and some 
T-neighbourhood u _such that u c nV the Tc-closure of nV 
1 1 
Lk c V n Lk V n Lk TI -Thus -ucv and - u n Now is the 
n Lk n 
closure of v and v is TJ -closed. 
1 n Hence -u Lk cv and Lk n 
it follows that V is a Tl -neighbourhood. 
Lk D 
The following lemma and corollary (2.23 and 2.24) from [12] 
(section 3) provide examples of satisfactory subspaces. 
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2.23 Lemma 
Let E(T) be a barrelled space and E 1 a barrelled subspace of 
E • Let G be an algebraic complement of E1 • If L1 ~s a 
satisfactory subspace of E1 , then L1 EB G is a satisfactory 
subspace of E 
Proof: 
We 
(i) 
must show ( i) L = L1 !fl G is dense in E 
(ii) co dim L;;;. c . 
(iii) L is barrelled. 
Let x = Xl + X2 E E = E1 W G with Xl E E1 and X2 E G and 
let U be a µ(E,E')-neighbourhood of 0 Then since L1 is 
dense in E1 and U n E1 
(x + U) n L f 0 since 
y + x2 E L 1 W G = L • 
is a µ (E, E') J -neighbourhood of 0 , 
E1 
x+unE1 cx+u and 
(ii) Let L1 8) H = E1 , then dim H ;;;. c Hence 
L 87 H L 1 EB G 1 L1 H = E 1 EB G = E and so codim L dim H ;;;. c • 
(iii) Let B be a barrel in L , that is a T J -barrel. Then L 
B n L1 is a TJ -barrel and hence B n L1 is a L1 
Tl -neighbourhood of 0 because L1 is barrelled. Let 
L1 
B n Li = u n L1 where u is a T-neighbourhood of 0 Now 
Li L1 n E 1 and so u n Li = u n E1 n L1 = V n L1 where 
dense in E1 
v c Vlfl.1 
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is a Tl ~neighbourhood of 0 . Since L1 is E1 
and V is a TI .-neighbourhood of 0 , 
El 
B n L1 (closure in E) by 0.1. Thus 
El span v c span B n L 1 c span B 
Also, since B is a barrel in L and G is a subspace of L, 
we have : 
L c span B and hence G c span B c span B 
Thus E 1 EB G E c span B and so B is absorbent in E 
Since B is also absolutely convex and T-closed, we conclude 
that B is a T-barrel and consequently a T-neighbourhood of 
0 . 
Finally, B B n L and hence B is a TI -neighbourhood of 0 . 
L 
As an immediate corollary of 2.23 we obtain 
2 • 2 4 Coro 11 a ry 
If E is the strict inductive limit of a sequence (E ) 
n 
of 
barrelled spaces~ then if some E has a satisfactory subspaceJ so 
n 
does E • 
We next show that a locally convex space with suitably large 
dimension can always be written in a convenient form. This lemma is 
Lemma 3 from [12) and the subsequent corollaries are also from (12). 
0 
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/ 
2.25 Lemma 
Let E be a Zoca l ly convex space uJi t;h dim E :> c Then we can 
00 
find an 'increasing sequence (E ) 
n 
of subspaces of E with E = U E 
n 
n=1 
and codim E :> c for each n 
n 
Proof: 
Let B={e:aEI} beabasisfor E with lrj:>c. 
a 
Write 
00 
I = U I with I 1 c I 2 c . . . c I 
n 
n=l 
Let B {e : a E I } and let E 
n a n n 
and I I I = I I '- I I = I I I 
n n 
span B . 
n 
Then : 
00 
codim E = I I '- I I = I I I :> c 
n n 
for each n , E = u E 
n=l 
and E c E 
n n+1 for each n because I c I n n+l for each n . 
n 
D 
This lemma together with a theorem due to Valdivia [18] (Theorem 
4) can now be used to establish 
2.26 Corollary 
If E is a barrelled space with dim E :> c , let E denote the 
completion of E If E &s a Baire space then E has a dense 
subspace F 1.Jith codim F ;;;;, c . 
Proof: 
Valdivia (18), Theorem 4 states that if E is a barrelled space, 
E is a Baire space and (U ) is an absorbent sequence of closed sets 
n 
in E , then there is some n such that int (U ) f. 0 
We therefore write E 
00 
LJ E as in 2. 2 5. 
n=l n 
n 
Then ·E LJ :E and so 
n 
n 
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for some n , int(E ) f 0 . Thus there is an absolutely convex 
n 
neighbourhood of 0 U and some x E E such that x + U c E 
n n 
Hence if u E U then 
u = x + u - x E (x+U) - E c E - E c E 
Thus U c E and so 
n 
n n n n 
E = span U c span E E 
n n 
Hence E is a dense subspace of E . 
n 
2 . 2 7 Co ro 11 a ry 
(a) A Baire space E with dim E ~ c 
subspace. 
has a satisfactory 
(b) A str•ict inductive limit of a sequence of Frechet spaces 
has a satisfactory subspace. 
Proof: 
00 
0 
(a) vlrite E LJ E as in 2.26 
n=l n 
So E = LJE' and there is some n E lN 
n n 
(b) 
and some T-neighbourhood of 0 
is dense in E and consequently 
U such that U c E 
m 
E 
n 
is dense in E 
Thus E 
m 
for all 
n ~ m • Thus we have E non-meagre for some n ~ m and hence 
n 
E is barrelled. So E is a satisfactory subspace. 
n n 
If E is the strict inductive limit of a sequence (E ) of 
n 
Frechet spaces and dim E ~ c , then each E 
n 
is a Baire space 
and hence each E is also barrelled. For some n we have n 
dim E ~ c and so by (a), E has a satisfactory subspace. It 
n n 
now follows from 2.24 that E has a satisfactory subspace. 0 
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Further examples of spaces withsatisfacto:ry subspaces can be found 
in the barrelled sequence spaces - see [22] (Lemma D p.360). 
The foregoing theory has an interesting application to normed 
spaces expressed in our theorem 2.28 which is Theorem 7 of [11). 
2.28 Theorem 
If E(T) is a barrelled normed space then : 
(a) If M &s a finite-dimensional enlargement of E' , then 
JJ (E, E '+M) is normab Ze. 
(b) If M is a countable-dimensional enlargement of E' , then 
JJ(E,E'+M) is not normable but is metrisable. 
Proof: 
(a) Let M span {f1, • • • I f } and let p be the norm on E. n 
Let T. 
l 
denote the semi norm topology generated by f. . 
l 
Let B. 
l 
{x E E: If. ex> I < 1} and B {x E E: p(x) < 1} 
l p 
Define q = sup {p,lf1!. • • • I If !} then we assert that q is n 
a norm on E . This is because : 
(1) q(O) =sup{p(O),lf1CO>i, .•• ,if co>i}=O andif q(x) 
n 
0 , 
then p(x) = 0 because ·p(x) < q(x) and hence x = 0 . 
(2) q (kx) sup {p(kx), lf1(kx)j, ... ,If (kx)!} n 
sup {!k!p(x), !kllf1(x)j, .•• , !k!lf (x)!} 
n 
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(3) q(x+y) <sup {p(x) + p(y), lf1(x)I + lf1(Y)I, •.• , 
I fn (x) I + I fn (y) I}. 
< sup { p ( x l , I f 1 c x l I , .•. , I f ( x > ll n 
+sup {p(y), lf1(Y)I, •.. ,If (y)j} 
n 
q(x) + q(y) • 
Let T denote the norm topology on E generated by q . Then 
q 
T = T v T1 v ... VT because 
q n 
B {x E E: q(x) < 1} = B n B1 n ••• n B 
q P n 
We now show that : E(T ) ' = E' + M • In other words q 
E(T VTl V ••. VT )' 
n 
E ' + span { f 1, ••• , f } n 
We first show that T c JJ(E,E'+M). We have 
q 
B B nBln ••• nB =Boon{f1.r·••rf}O={BOU{f1, ••• ,f}}O=Ko q p n p n ·p n 
say. Since B is a T-neighbourhood of 0 p au is o (E' ,E)-P 
compact and hence, since aO c E' p 
Thus K is o(E'+M,E)-compact. 
is o(E'+M,E)-compact. 
By 2.2, JJ(E,E'+M) is 
barrelled and so KOO is again o(E'+M,E)-compact and absolutely 
convex. (In other words E' + M has the o(E'+M,E)-convex 
compactness property - see [28].) It follows that B =KO KOOO 
q 
is a JJ(E,E'+M)-neighbourhood of 0. 
We now show that o{E,E'+M) C T To this end let q 
x;\ -r 0 w.r.t. T q 
Then x 
-+ 0 w.r.t. T ' T 1 ' ... , T ;\ n Let f = g + h E E' + M 
n 
Then g is T-continuous and so g {x;\) -+ 0 If h I k.f. , 
i=l 
]_ ]_ 
then f. (x ) -+ 0 for each i and so h { x;\) -+ 0 . Thus f ( x;\) + 0 
]_ 
for each f EE' + M and hence x;\ + 0 w.r.t. o(E,E'+M) . 
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We have shown that o(E,E'+M) c T c µ(E,E'+M) and it follows 
q 
that E(T ) ' = E' + M. Thus T = µ(E,E(T ) ') = µ(E,E'+M) q q q 
(b) Let M = span {f.: i E JN} 
l 
and let 
for n EN • From (a) we have: 
is a norm on E 
sup { p, \ f 1 \ , •.• , \ f \ } n 
E(T ) ' = E' + M where M 
qn n n 
span {f1, .•• ,f }. 
n 
Thus 
and 
Let T 
00 
that 
E' c E'Hl1 c E'+M2 c ... 
= T v ( v T . ) . Then 
i=l l 
m,n E JN} and hence T 
00 
c E I +M c . . . c EI +M • 
n 
T has the countable base 
00 
is metrisable. We now show 
E(T )' = E' + M. In other words : 
00 
E ( T v T 1 v T 2 v .•. ) ' = E' + span { f i 1 f 2, •.• } • 
We first show that T c µ(E,E'+M) . 
00 
Let U be a basic T00-neighbourhood of 0 Then 
u = U. (l ... n U. where u. is a T, -neighbourhood of 
ll 1.n lk l.k 
' 
0 
Let m = max {il•···· i } I then /..B c u for some A. Thus n qm 
u is a T -neighbourhood of 0 . Since T c µ(E,E'+M ) u qm qm m 
is a µ(E,E'+M )-neighbourhood of O and hence a µ(E,E'+M)-neigh-
m 
bourhood of 0 . 
To show that o(E,E'+M) CT let x -+ 0 w.r.t. T and 
00 A. 00 
let f E E' + M . Then f E E' + M for some n and so 
n 
f(x/..) -+ 0 as in (a). Thus XA + 0 w.r.t. o(E,E'+M) . 
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We have shown that o(E,E'+M) c T
00 
c µ(E,E'+M) and so 
E(T ) I = E' + M . 
00 
Thus T =µ(E,E(T )') =µ(E,E'+M). 
00 00 
Finally, suppose that µ (E,E'+M) is normable. We have the norm 
topology j3(E 1 ,E) on E' and E' is j3(E' ,E)-complete. In other 
words E' {S(E' ,E) is a Banach space. Now E{µ(E,~'+M))' = E' + M 
and the norm topology on E' + M is j3{E'+M,E) and E' + M is 
S(E'+M,E)-complete. Thus E' + M {j3{E'+M,E)) is also a Banach space 
and is consequently barrelled. Now E' has countable codimension in 
E' + M and so by 1.3, E' is S{E'+M,E) I ,-barrelled. 
E 
Now consider the identity map 1 : E'{S(E',E))+ E'(S(E'+M,E)i ,) . 
. E 
Since B(E'+M,E) jE,c j3{E',E) , 1 is continuous and of course linear. 
If U is an absolutely convex j3{E',E)-neighbourhood of 0 then the 
S(E'+M,E) j ,-closure of l(U) is a j3(E'+M,E) I ,-barrel and hence a 
E E 
S(E'+M,E) I ,-neighbourhood of 0 • Hence 1 is almost open and 
E 
consequently 1 is open because E' ((3(E' ,E)) is fully complete. Thus 
(3(E' ,E) c j3(E'+M,E) j and so we have S(E'+M,E) I , = S(E',E) • E' E 
Thus E' is a complete (hence closed) subspace of E' + M . 
For each n E JN , E' + M is closed and we hav,e E' + M U<E'+M ) 
n n 
Thus for some n , E' + M 
n 
neighbourhood of 0 with u 
span U 
and we have a contradiction. 
has nonempty interior. 
c E' + M Then n 
E' + Mc E' + M 
n 
n 
Let u be a 
D 
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3. SUBSPACE TOPOLOGIES OF QUASIBARRELLED TOPOLOGIES 
In chapter 1 we discovered that finite-codimensionai and countable-
codimensional subspaces of barrelled spaces were again barrelled and 
we now investigate the quasibarrelled case. For this we need a few 
preliminary results regarding hyperplanes. 
Recall that for a topological vector space, a hyperplane is closed 
iff it is not dense. We intend to improve on this result. Let E(T) 
be a locally convex space and let 
B = {B c E : B is absolutely convex, closed and bounded}. 
For B E B let EB = span B and let T denote the norm topology B 
on E B generated by the 
gauge of B . Then Tl C 
EB TB 
because B is 
bounded. If H is a hyperplane in E then H n E B is a hyperplane 
in or and now 
3.1 Lemma 
.If H n E B is TB-dense in EB then H n B 1,S TB-dense in B . 
\\ 
Proof: 
We have 
dT (H n B) C cQ,T (B) c dT(B) = B . B B 
Furthermore B is a TB-neighbourhood of 0 Hence by 0.1 
B C d,T (H n E B B n B) = dTB (H n B) . 
Thus B dT (H n B) and so H n B is TB-dense in B 0 B 
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If H is a hyperplane in E we shall say that H is nearly-
closed iff B n H is closed for each B E B and we shall say that 
H is ultradense iff for each BE B there is some B 1 EB such 
that B cc£ (B 1 n H) • We shall write X for c£ (X) in the T T 
sequel. 
3.2 Lemma 
(a) If H is closed then H &s nearly-closed. 
(b) If H is ultradense then H is dense. 
Proof: 
(a) Obvious. 
(b) Let x E E then · {x} is bounded. If X denotes the closed 
absolutely convex hull of {x} then X E B Hence there is 
some B 1 E B such that : 
{x} c X c Bl n H c H 
Thus x E H for each x E E and this means that H is dense 
in E D 
We now prove a useful theorem due to Valdivia [20] (Lemma 1). 
\ 
3.3 Theorem 
A hyperplane &n a locally convex space &s nearly-closed iff it 
&s not ultradense. 
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Proof: 
Let E(T) be a locally convex space and H a hyperplane in E • 
Let H be nearly-closed and suppose that H is also ultradense. 
Let x E E 'H , then if X denotes the closed absolutely convex hull 
of {x} , we have x E X E B • Hence there is some B1 E B such that: 
x E x c B1 n H = B1 n H c H • 
This contradicts x ~ H . 
For the converse, let H be not nearly-closed. We must show 
that H is ultradense. By assumption there is some B E B such that 
B n H is not closed. Let P E B , then we seek Q E B such that : 
P c Q n H 
Let A be the closed absolutely convex hull of B U P • Then A E B 
and P c A If H n E 
A 
then A c H and hence P c H • 
we can set Q = P • If H n EA is a hyperplane in EA , two 
mutally exclusive situations can arise 
(a) H n EA is a TA-dense in EA 
In this case, by 3.1, H n A is TA-dense in A . 
So 
Thus P CA = c£TA (H n A) c c£T (H n A) = H n A 
Q = A . 
and we can set 
(b) H n EA is TA-closed in E A 
Since B n H is not closed, there is some xo E B nH'-B n H 
Then XQ E B n H CB = B and hence xo ~ H . 
. 
Let D = {A.xo: I A I ~ 1} , then xo E B n H CA n H . It follows 
that D c An H since A n H is balanced. 
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Let L = spa~ { xo} = lKx o . Then E = H CB L and · 
EA = EA n H E8 L (since : 
Now if and q: E + L 
A are the natural 
projections, these projections are TA-continuous because 
H n EA is TA-closed in EA and codim (EA n H) = 1 • Hence 
the projections are bounded. Thus p(P) is TA-bounded in 
H n EA and q(P) is bounded in L . Consequently there are 
a , B E lK such that : 
p(P) c a(H n A) c a(H n A) 
and q(P) c Bo c B<H n A) . 
So we have P c p(P) + q(P) c (a + 6) H n A = H n (a + S)A and 
we can set Q = (a + B)A 0 
3.4 Lemma 
Let E be a locally convex space and H a hyperplane in E • 
If H ~s nearly-closed then H is sequentially-closed. 
Proof: 
Let (x ) 
n 
be a sequence in H with x + x for some 
n 
x E E • 
Then A {x : n E JN} U {x} is compact and hence bounded. If B 
n 
denotes the closed absolutely convex hull of A , then B E B 
Consequently B n H is closed. Thus : 
and so x E H . 
The following lemma is from [22] (Proposition 1.9). 
0 
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3.5 Lemma 
Let E be a locally convex space and H a hyperplane in E 
Let E = H ED L and let p: E -+ H and q: E -+ L be the natural 
projections. If H is sequentially-closed then the projections are 
sequentially-continuous and hence bounded. 
Proof: 
Let L = span {x0 } = JKx0 with Let 
J_ 
H = f and 
assume without loss of generality that f(x0 ) = 1 . Now for each 
x EE there is some A(X) E TI< and some h(x) EH such that 
Thus f(x) 
written as 
Hence 
.and 
Let (x ) 
n 
x = h(x) + A(X) .x0 
0 + A (x) .1 = A (x) • Therefore each x E E can be 
x = h(x) + f(x) .x0 
p(x) h(x) = x - f(x) .x0 
q(x) f (x) .x 0 
be a sequence in E with x -+ 0 • 
n 
Since H = f.l is 
sequentially-closed, f is sequentially-continuous and hence 
f(x ) -+ 0 . 
n 
Thus p(xn ) x f (x ) .x0 -+ 0 O.x0 0 n n 
and q(x ) f(xn).x 0 -+ O.x0 0 n 
This proves that p and q are sequentially-continuous. 
If A is bounded in E and (p(x )) is a sequence in p(A) , 
n 
then (x ) 
n 
is a sequence in A and hence 1 - x ->- 0 
n n 
1 
- p(x ) -+ 0 and we have shown that p is bounded. 
n n 
Thus 
D 
3 .6 Co roll a ry 
If in 3. 5 
subspace of 
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H i,s a sequentially closed fini-te-codimensional 
E , then the natural projections p and q are 
sequentially continuous. 
Proof: 
We proceed by induction on codim H So let codim H = n 
and write E = H \JJ L with dim L = n • Now write L = L1 EB F with 
dim L1 = 1 and dim F = n - 1 . Thus we have : 
E = H EB L = H EB F EB L1 
Now let r: E-+ H CB F and s: H EEJ F-+ H be natural projections. 
Then p = sor and r is sequentially continuous because HEB F is 
a hyperplane in E On an induction hypothesis, s is sequentially 
continuous because H has codimension n - 1 in H EB F 
p (and hence also q ) is sequentially continuous. 
Therefore 
With the aid of the foregoing results we can now obtain the 
analogue of 1.1. This was first proved by Valdivia [17] but the 
proof presented here is by Webb [24]. 
3.7 Theorem 
Let E ( T) be a Zoca Z Zy convex space and H a hyperp Zane in E • 
If v is a bor•nivorous barrel in H then there is a bornivorous 
barrel u i,n E such that U n H v . 
0 
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Proof: 
By 3.3, there are two situations to consider 
(a) H is ultradense : 
We have V absolutely convex, Tl
8
-closed and Tj
8
-bornivorous. 
We claim that V is a bornivorous barrel in E . Since 
V = c£ (V) is T-closed and absolutely convex, we need to show 
T 
that V is T-bornivo.rous. To this end, let A be T-bounded and 
let B be the T-closed absolutely convex hull of A • Then 
B E B and hence there is some B1 E B such that A c B c B1 n H • 
Now B1 n H is TIH-bounded and hence B1 n H c AV for some 
A E JI< Thus A c B c B1 n H c AV = AV and we have shown that 
A is absorbed by V • 
So we can set U V 
(b) H is nearly-closed 
Let E = H ~:; L and let p: E -+ H , q: E -+ L be the natural 
projections. Then by 3.6, p and q are bounded. 
Let L = span {xo} and let D = {Axo: !Al ~ 1} 
Then V + D is absolutely convex and we assert that is also 
T-bornivorous. To see this, let B be T-bounded. Then p(B) 
is TIH-bounded and q(B) is bounded in L . Hence there are 
a, S E JI< such that p (B) c av and q(B) c SD . Thus if 
k ~ max {jal,lsl} , we have : 
B c p(B) + q(B) c av + SD c k(V + D) • 
However, V + D is not necessarily closed. But if : 
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(i) V = c£ (V) c H : 
T 
Then V = c£TI (V) = c£ (V) n H = c£ (V) and so V is 
H T T 
T-closed. Thus V + D is T-closed because D is compact 
and we can set U = V + D • 
(ii) V ¢ H : 
Then we can assume that xo E V and hence D c V . 
Consequently D + V c 2V and hence V is T-bornivorous. 
Thus we can set U v 
0 
3.8 Corollary 
A subspace of finite codimension in a quasibarrelled space is 
quasibarre l led. 
Proof: 
This is exactly the same as the proof of 1.2 with "bornivorous 
barrel" replacing "barrel". 0 
That there is no analogue of 1.3, namely that a countable-
codimensional subspace of a quasibarrelled space is quasibarrelled, 
was proved by Valdivia [19] when he provided an example of a 
bornological (hence quasibarrelled) space with a non-quasibarrelled 
but countable-codimensional subspace. 
Countable-codimensional subspaces of quasibarrelled spa·ces may 
under certain conditions be quasibarrelled. In this regard see [23]. 
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4. ENLARGEMENTS OF QUASIBARRELLED TOPOLOGIES 
A quasibarrelled space E also carries the Mackey topology 
µ (E,E') and in this chapter, we shall investigate the stability of 
the quasibarrelled property under enlargements of the dual. 
We shall first consider enlargements within Eb and of course 
b . 
we must therefore assume that E' t E , in other words we need E 
to be non-bornological. This we shall tacitly assume whenever we talk 
of enlargements within Eb We shall find that in this case, the 
results obtained in chapter 2 on barrelled spaces have analogues for 
quasibarrelled spaces. In particular, we shall see that the quasi-
barrelled property is stable under finite-dimensional enlargements 
within Eb , but not necessarily under countable-dimensional 
enlargements. We shall establish a necessary and sufficient condition 
for an enlargement to retain the quasibarrelled property and it will 
be no surprise to find that this condition is 9ne on the strongly-
bounded subsets of the enlargement. (Compare 4.4 with 2.6). 
We then show that the quasibarrelled property is stable under 
arbitrary finite-dimensional enlargements. 
After this we show that countable-dimensional enlargements may 
or may not be quasibarrelled. 
•rhe results in this chapter are all due to Webb [27] except 
for Theorems 4.5 and 4.10 which are due to Tweddle and Yeomans and 
were extracted from private correspondence. 
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4.1 · Theorem 
Let E be a quasibarr•e l led space and let E' + M c Eb be a 
finite-dimensional enlargement of E' 
quacibarrclled. 
Proof: 
We first observe that : 
S{E',E) = B { E' +M 'E) I I 
E 
Then µ{E,E'+M) is 
(i) 
To see this let B be o(E,E')-bounded and let f E E' + M . Then 
since E' + Mc Eb f is bounded and so f{B) is bounded. Thus 
B is o(E,E'+M)-bounded and hence B (E' ,E) c B ( E ' +MI E) I ' E We 
always have B(E'+M,E) I ' c S(E' ,E) and so (i) follows. E 
Now let A be S(E'+M,E)-bounded. Since E is quasibarrelled, 
E' is B(E',E)-sequentially complete and hence E' is S(E'+M,E)-
sequentially closed in E' + M Thus by 3.6 the natural projections 
p: E' + M ~ E' and q: E' + M ~ M are sequentially continuous and 
hence bounded. Therefore p(A) is S(E',E)-bounded (by (i)). 
Consequently, because E is quasibarrelled, p(A) is relatively 
o(E',E)-compact. Since q(A) is a bounded subset of the finite-
dimensional space M , q(A) is relatively o(M,E)-compact. So we 
have 
A c p(A) + q(A) with p(A) and q(A) relatively O(E'+M,E)-
compact. Thus A is relatively o(E'+M,E)-compact and so µ(E,E'+M) 
is quasibarrelled. 0 
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From the proof of 4.1 we extract a corollary analogous to 2.1. 
4. 2 Coro 11 a ry 
If E iD a quaGibarre Ued Dpace and E' + M c Eb ?AJ a fini-te-
dimensional enlargement of E' then if A is B(E'+M,E)-bounded, 
Ac B + D where B is a o(E',E)-compact set and D is a compact 
subDet of M • 
4.3 Theorem 
Let E be a quaD'ibarre l led space and let E' + M c Eb be a 
countable-dimensional enlargement of E' . Then every absolutely 
convex o(E'+M,E)-compact subset of E' + M is contained in a 
finite-dimenDional enlargement of' E' • 
Proof: 
Let M =span {f.: i EN} and M =span {f.: i E [n]} so that: 
i n i 
co 
M LJ M and E' c E' + M1 c ... c E' + M c ... c E' + M as before. 
n n 
n=l 
Let K be absolutely convex and O(E'+M,E)-compact. 
Let K = Kn (E'+M ) then : 
n n 
K is o(E'+M ,E)-closed in E' + M .because K is O(E'+M,E)-
n n n 
closed. 
K is S(E'+M ,E)-bounded because K is S(E'+M,E)-:bounded and 
n n 
S(E'+M ,E) 
n 
s ( E I +MI E) I I 
E +M 
n 
as in 4.1. 
It follows that K is O(E'+M ,E)-compact since JJ(E,E'+M ) is 
n n - n 
quasibarrelled. Consequently K 
n 
is O(E'+M,E)-compact. 
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Let EK span K u nK and let T denote the norm topology K 
n E:N 
induced on E K by the gauge of K . Then EK(TK) is a Banach space 
and has unit ball K . Furthermore o(E'+M,Ell c: T because K is 
EK K 
o(E'+M,E)-compact and hence o(E'+M,£)-bounded. Thus each K is 
n 
T -closed and we have (K ) a TK-closed absorbent sequence in E K n K 
Since K is the unit ball of EK , K is S(EK,E~)-bounded and 
consequently, by 2.3 K is absorbed by some K 
n 
Suppose Kc: AK 
n 
for some A E ]( then 
Kc: AK c A(E'+M ) 
n n 
4.4 Theorem 
E' + M 
n 
Let E be a quasibarrelled space and let E' + Mc: Eb 
countable-dimensional enlargement of E' • Then µ(E,E'+M) is 
quasibarreUed iff every B<E'+M,E)-bounded subset of E' + M is 
contained ~n a finite-dimensional enlargement of E' 
Proof: 
00 
D 
Write M LJ M as in 4.3, and let µ(E,E'+M) be quasibarrelled, 
n=l n 
Let K be $(E'+M,E)-bounded, then K is µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 
Hence there is an absolutely convex o(E'+M,E)-compact set A with 
Kc A. Thus by 4.3 there is some n f]IJ such that : 
Kc:Ac:E' + M 
n 
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Conversely, let A be S(E'+M,E)-bounded. Then, by assumption, 
Ac E' + M for some n 
n 
Hence A is S(E'+M ,E)-bounded and, 
n 
since µ(E,E'+M ) ~s quasibarrelled, 
n 
A is µ(E,E'+M )-equicontinuous. 
n 
Thus A is µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 
D 
We now consider enlargements E' + M of E' where E' + M is 
not necessarily a subspace of Eb . Before proceeding we state some 
facts concerning bornological spaces due to Dieudonne [2]. 
Let E be a locally convex space and let Eb + M be a finite-
dimensional enlargement of Eb . Then b µ(E,E +M) is bornological. 
(Compare this with 2.2). Furthermore, if A is b S(E +M,E)-bounded 
subset of Eb + M , then A c B + D where B is absolutely convex 
and b cr(E ,E)-compact, and D is an absolutely convex compact subset 
of M . (Compare this with 2. 1.) 
We can now improve 4.1 
4.5 Theorem 
If E(T) &s a quasibarrelled space and E' + M &s a finite-
dimensional enlargement of E' ~ then P(E,E'+M) is quasibarrelled. 
Proof: 
The proof is by induction on dim M and so we start by letting 
dim M = 1 . Thus M span {g} with g E E*-....E' . If g E Eb 
then E' + M cE b and we invoke 4. 1. We therefore assume that 
g (£ E b . 
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b b Now T = µ(E,E ) and so b µ(E ,E ) is bornological. Hence (by 
[ 2 ]) b b µ(E,E +M) is bornological which implies that µ(E,E +M) is 
quasibarrelled. 
We assert that: B(E'+M,E) = B(Eb+M,E) I I E +M (i) 
To prove (i), it is clearly sufficient to show that for Ac E 
A is o(E,E'+M)-bounded iff A is b o(E,E +M)-bounded. (ii) 
Since b E' + M c E + M , the reverse implic;ation is clear, so let A 
be o(E,E'+M)~bounded and let b f EE + M • Then f = f 1 + f 2 with 
f 1 E Eb and f 2 E M . Thus f 1 (A) is bounded and since M c E' + M 
and A is o(E,E'+M)-bounded, f 2 (A) is bounded. Consequently 
f(A) is bounded. This establishes (ii) which in turn establishes (i). 
Now let A be a B(E'+M,E)-bounded subset of E' + M • Then 
A is B(Eb +M ,E)-bounded (by (i)) and hence (by [ 2 ]) A CB+ D 
with B an absolutely convex, o(Eb 1 E)-compact subset of Eb and 
D an absolutely convex, compact subset of M . Since b g ({ E I 
M n Eb = {O} and so : 
A c (E'+M) n (B+D) = B n E' + D (iii) 
To see (iii), let f + h = b + d E (E'+M) n (B+D) with f EE' , 
hEM,bEB,dED. Then f - b = d - h E Eb n M = {O} . 
Therefore f EE' n B and h = d ED and (iii) follows. 
Now B is b B(E ,E)-bounded and hence B n E' is B(E' ,E)-bounded, 
absolutely convex and o(E' ,E)-closed. Consequently B n E' is also 
o(E' ,E)-compact (because E is quasibarrelled) and we conclude that 
B n E' + D is absolutely convex and o(E'+M,E)-compact. Hence A 
is µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 
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If now dim M = n , let M =span {f1, ... , f } , with 
n 
{f 1, ..• , fn} independent (mod E') in E*'E' Let 
N · {f f } then on an induction hypothesis, = span l• ... , n-1 , 1J (E ,E '+N) 
is quasibarrelled. Since M = N + span {f } , 
n 
quasibarrelled by the first part. 
µ(E,E'+M) is 
We now investigate countable-dimensional enlargements and we 
start with a theorem analogous to 2.8. 
4.6 Theorem 
If E is a quasibarrelled space and E' + M is a finite or 
countable dimensional enlargement of E' , then ll(E,E'+M) is not 
complete. 
Proof: 
We mimic the proof of 2.8, the only change occurring directly 
after (ii) in that proof. In this case, since K is o(E'+M,E)-
0 
compact, it is therefore BCE'+M,E)-bounded (and absolutely convex) 
and we appeal to 4.2 in order to assert that Kc A + B with A a 
o(E' ,E)-compact set and B a compact subset of M • 
0 
4. 7 Corollary 
Let E (T) be a quasibarrelled space. If E is b T -corrplete 
then E' has uncountable codimension in Eb 
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Proof: 
Let and let E b be T -complete. Now 
b b 
T = µ(E,E ) µ(E,E'ffiM) and so it follows from 4.6 that M has 
uncountable dimension. D 
This last result which is reminiscent of 2.9 enables us to show 
that not all countable-dimensional enlargements retain the quasibarrelled 
property. Compare this with 2.11. 
4.8 Theorem 
Let E(T) be a quasibarrelled, non-boY'Ylological space. Then if 
E is Tb-complete, there is a countable-dimensiona,l enlargement 
b E' +Mc E such that JJ(E,E'+M) is not quasibarrelled. 
Proof: 
From 4.7 we know that E' has uncountable codimension in Eb 
and so we have Eb = E' ffi L with dim L ;;;;.: c . We can therefore find 
an infinite subset {£.: i E JN} c L which is independent mod E' . 
1 
Let M 
n 
span{£.: i E [n]} 
1 
then we have 
E I c E I + M 1 c . . . c E I + M c . . . c: Eb 
n 
If H is a hyperplane in Eb with H ~ E' then, since H has 
finite codimension in Eb , we deduce from 4.7 that JJ(E,H) is not 
quasibarrelled. Consequently, we can find some B c H with the 
property that 
B is 8(H,E)-bounded but not 11(E,H)-equicontinuous (i) 
,, 
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We now claim that 
B ¢ E' + M for any n . 
n 
(ii) 
For if B c E' + M for some n , then B would be B(E'+M ,E)-
n n 
bounded ( i3(H,E) 'E'+M 
n 
i3(E'+M ,E)). 
n Hence by 4.4 B would be 
µ(E,E'+M )-equicontinuous and consequently B would be µ(E,H)-
n 
equicontinuous. This contradiction establishes (ii). 
We now use (ii) to construct M just ·as we did in 2.11 - namely, 
we find an infinite-dimensional subset A c B with A n E' = ~ and 
let M = span A . 
Thus we have a countable-dimensionsal enlargement E' + M of E' 
and now, by 4.4 µ(E,E'+M) is not quasibarrelled because A is 
B(E'+M,E)-bounded but A is not contained in any finite-dimensional 
enlargement of E' . 0 
We next prove the direct analogy of 2.14. 
4.9 Lemma 
If E(T) &s a ZocaZZy convex space and D is a dense 
quasibarreZZed subspace of E , then E is quasibarreZZed. 
Proof: 
Let U be a bornivorous barrel in E . Then U n D is a 
bornivorous barrel in D . (If B is a Tl 0 -bounded subset of D 
then B is also T-bounded. Thus B is absorbed by U and hence 
by u n D , since B c D .) It follows that u n D j_s a 
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T!D-neighbourhood of 0 , so let Un D 
T-neighbourhood of 0 . By 0.1 : 
v n D I with v a 
v c v n o = u n o c u = u . 
Hence U is a T-neighbourhood of 0 
Armed with 4.9 we can now prove that countable-dimensional 
quasibarrelled enlargements do exist. The statement of this next 
theorem is just the statement of 2. 21 with ''quasibarrel" replacing 
"barrel" throughout. 
4.10 Theorem 
0 
If a quasibarrelled space has a dense quasibarrelled subspace K 
UJith codim K·;;;o c , then there is a countable-dimensional enlargement 
E' + M such that µ(E,E'+M) is quasibarrelZed. 
Proof: 
Let L be a subspace of E with codim L = c and K c L . 
Then L is dense in E because K is and by 4.9, L is also 
quasibarrelled. 
Let G be an algebraic complement of L in E . Then 
E=Gtt!L Since dim G = c = dim w G is algebraically 
isomorphic to w Equip w with the product topology T and 
1T 
let H = W(T ) I Now each f E H can be identified with an 
1T 
element of G* so let 
f(x) f(x) for x E G 
f(x) 0 for x E L 
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Now define M = {f: f E H} , then Mc E* and 
dim M = dim H = dim ¢ 
thus M has countable dimension. Furthermore M n E' = {o} , since 
if f E M n E' then f is T-continuous and vanishes on the dense 
subspace L . 
Thus E' + M i$ indeed a countable-dimensional enlargement of 
E' and it remains to show that µ(E,E'+M) is quasibarrelled. To 
this end, let B be S(E'+M,E)-bounded, let p: E' + M-+E' and 
q: E' + M -+ M be the natural projections. Because L is dense in 
E we have L' = E' and now we observe that 
If Ac L is o(L,L')-bounded, then A is O(E,E'+M)-bounded. 
(i) 
Let f = g + h E E' + M with g E E' and h E M Then 
-
f(A) {g(x) + h(x): x EA}= {g(x) + 0: x EA}= g(A) which is 
bounded and (i) is established. 
We now show that p(B) is S(L',L)-bounded (ii) 
If AO is a S(L' ,L)-neighbourhood of 0 with A o(L,L')-bounded, E' 
then A is o(E,E'+M)-bounded and hence AO isaS(E'+M,E)-E'+M 
neighbourhood of 0 Hence absorbs B and so there is some 
k > 0 such that B ck AO E'+M ' Hence P (B) c kAO E' 
p(g+h) = g E p(B) and x EA then : 
I g (x) I = I (g+h) (x) I ~ k . 
This proves (ii). 
because if 
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Now from {ii) and the fact that L is quasibarrelled we have that 
p(B) is µ{L,L')-equicontinuous and therefore p(B) is µ(E,E')-
equicontinuous and hence p(B) is relatively cr(E' ,E)-compact. It 
follows from the fact that B is cr(E'+M,E)-bounded and p(B) is 
cr(E',E)-bounded, that q(B) is cr(M,E)-bounded. In other words 
q(B) is 0(¢,w)-bounded and so q(B) is finite dimensional. Hence 
q(B) is relatively cr(M,E)-compact and it follows that B is 
relatively cr(E'+M,E)-compact. 0 
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5. a-BARRELLE~ SPACES 
If E is a locally convex space, we call a sequence (f ) in Ei 
n 
a a(E' ,E)-bounded sequence iff {f: nEJ!'-J} 
n 
is a a(E' ,E)-bounded 
set. A subset U of E is called a a-barrel iff there is a 
a(E' ,E)-bounded sequence (f ) in E' with u = {f : n E ll'-J}O 
n n 
E(T) (or just T ) is then called a-barrelled iff every a-barrel 
is a neighbourhood of 0 . Equivalently, E is a-barrelled iff 
every o(E' ,E)-bounded sequence is equicontinuous. These spaces, also 
known as w-barrel1ed spaces, were introduced by De Wilde and Houet 
[3] and have been studied by Levin, Saxon, Husain, Khaleelulla, Webb 
and others. A compendium of results can be found in [5] where it is 
shown that a finite or countable codimensional subspace of a a-barrelled 
space is a-barrelled. We shall concern ourselves here with the 
stability of a a-barrelled space under enlargements of its dual. 
Since a a-barrelled space does not necessarily have the Mackey topology 
(see [S]: chap. VI, example 2), we shall have to impose this restriction 
in order to proceed. Thus the object under investigation is a 
a-barrelled space E(T) for which T = µ(E,E') • In other words, 
E is a a-barrelled Mackey space. 
If E' + M is an enlargement of E' , we ask the question is 
µ(E,E'+M) again a-barrelled? 
Before attempting to answer we prove the elementary 
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5.1 Theorem 
If E -is a-barrelled then E' is a (E' ,E)-sequentiaUy 
complete. 
Proof: 
Let (f ) be a o(E' ,E)-Cauchy sequence in E' and let 
n 
F = { f : n E JN} 
n 
Then since (f) is alsQ o(E*,E)-Cauchy and E 
n 
is o(E*,E)-complete, there is some f E E* such that f ~ f w.r.t. 
n 
a(E*,E) Now F is equicontinuous and consequently so is pOO • 
Thus f E E' because f E pOO and pOO c E' . So we have 
f ~ f w.r.t. a(E' ,E) . 
n 
As we did in chapter 2 we first consider finite-dimensional 
enlargements 
5.2 Theorem 
Let E be a a-barrelled Mackey space. If E' + M is a 
finite-dimensional enlargement of E' then µ(E,E'+M) is 
a-barre Ued. 
Proof: 
Firstly suppose that dim M = 1 so that M = span {g} with 
0 
Let (f ) be a a(E'+M,E)-bounded sequence in E' + M 
n 
and let F {f:nEJN} 
n 
Write f = g + A g with g E E' and 
n n n n 
A EJK. Now E' is a(E' ,E)-sequentially complete and this is all 
n 
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that we need to establish that {A : n E ]'J} is a bounded subset of 
n 
JK as in 2.1. Consequently G = {g : n E ]'J} 
n 
is a (E • ,E) -bounded 
and hence G is µ(E,E')-equicontinuous. Let F1 =GOO. Then F 1 
is absolutely convex and O(E' ,E)-compact. Since . {:-\ g: n E JN} is 
n 
a bounded subset of the 1-dimensional space M , we have 
{A g: n Elli} c F2 for some absolutely convex O(M,E)-compact set 
n 
F2 . Thus we have 
with K an absolutely convex, O(E'+M,E)-compact set. Therefore 
00 
n £1 (B) where B ={A ElK:JAI ~ 1} 
n=l n 
Thus,since KO 
is a µ(E,E'+M)-neighbourhood of 0 , F is µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 
A simple inductive argument as in 2.1 establishes the general 
result. D 
We now move on to countable-dimensional enlargements and with 
one eye on 2.5 we state : 
5.3 Theorem 
Let E be a a-barrelled Mackey space and let E' + M be a 
countable-dimensional enlargement of E' • Then every absolutely 
convex, a(E'+M,E)-compact subset of E' + M is contained in a 
finite-dimensional enlargement of E' • 
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Proof: 
Let M = span { f.: iEN} with { f.: i E JN } independent mod E' 
l l 
M span { f.: i E [ n]} and let K be absolutely convex, 
n l 
compact. Let EK span K and let the gauge of K induce 
topology TK on E For n E JN let x = Kn (E'+M ) K n n 
Xn is absolutely convex. Also 
00 00 
u x Kn u E'. + M ) n K n=l n n=l 
(J ( E I +M, E) -
the norm 
. Then 
and so (X ) is an absorbent sequence in E 
n K We show that X is n 
T K-closed. 
Since µ(E,E'+M) 
n 
is a-barrelled (5.2), E' + M is O(E'+M ,E)-
n n 
sequentially complete (5.1). Thus X is O(E'+M ,E)-sequentially 
n n 
complete because x 
n 
is O(E'+M ,E)-closed in E' + M 
n n 
Therefore 
is o(E'+M,E)-sequentially complete. Now T has the countable 
K 
local base {nK: n EJN} consisting of O(E'+M,E)-closed sets. 
Thus T is linked to K 
O(E'+M,E) (see introduction) and so x 
n 
is 
T -sequentially complete. 
K 
x is TK-closed. 
n 
It now follows from 
fortiori, by E' + M 
n 
Hence x is T -complete 
n K 
2.3 that K is absorbed by 
Thus KC E' + M 
n 
. The analogue of 2.6 now follows quickly. 
apd consequently 
some x 
n 
and a 
D 
, 
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5.4 Theorem 
Let E be a o-ban•elled Mackey ;;pace and let E' + M be a 
countable-dimensional en lm•gement of E' Then µ(E,E'+M) &s 
a-bar1~elled iff e1Jery a (E'+M,E)-bounded sequence is contained &n a 
firrite-dimcnsional enlar•gement of E' • 
Proof: 
co 
Suppose µ(E,E'+M) is a-barrelled. Let M u M with 
n=l n 
M and Mn defined as in 5.3. Let (f ) 
n 
be a a(E'+M,E)-bounded 
sequence in E' + M Then F {f n E lN} is µ(E,E'+M)-equi-
n 
continuous and hence there is an absolutely convex, o(E'+M,E)-compact 
set K with Ko c Fo Thus : 
F c Foo c Koo K 
and, since Kc E' + M 
n 
for some n {by 5.3), we have F c E' + M 
n 
Conversely, let (f ) 
n 
be a a(E'+M,E)-bounded sequence in E' + M. 
Then by assumption F = {f : n E lN} c E' + M 
n n 
for some n . Thus 
F is a(E'+M ,E)-bounded and therefore (by 5.2) F is µ(E,E'+M )-
n n 
equicontinuous. Hence F is µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 0 
We now show that countable-dimensional enlargements of a-barrelled 
Mackey topologies may or may not be a-barrelled. 
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5.5 Theorem 
If E rn a Mackey space which has a countable-dimensional bounded 
aubse t then the.r>e '!AJ a coun tab le-d,imensiona l en lar•gement E' + M such 
that µ (E,E'+M) iD not a-bar•relled. 
Proof: 
In the proof of 2.7 we use only the fact that E is a Mackey 
space and the countable-dimensional bounded subset to produce a 
countable-dimensional enlargement E' + M and a a(E'+M,E)-bounded 
sequence (f ) which is not µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. Thus 
n 
µ(E,E'+M) is not a-barrelled. 
5 .6 Theorem 
D 
If a a-barrelled Mackey space E has a bounded subset A with 
0im (span A) = c then there is a countable-dimensional enlargement 
E' + M such that µ(E,E'+M) is a-barrelled. 
Proof: 
In the proof of 2.20 we use only the fact that E is a Mackey 
space and the subset A to produce a countable-dimensional enlargement 
E' + M • If now (f ) is a a(E'+M,E)-bounded sequence in E' + M , 
n 
let x {f : n E JN} • Then, as in 2.20 X is contained in a 
n 
finite-dimensional enlargement E' + r(X) . Thus by 5.4, µ(E,E'+M) 
is a-barrelled. 
D 
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6. o-QUASIBARRELLED SPACES 
A locally convex space E is called a-quasibarrelled iff 
every S(E' ,E)-bounded sequence is equicontinuous. The previous 
chapter prompts the question: if E is a o-quasibarrelled Mackey 
space and E' + M is an enlargement of E' , is µ(E,E'+M) 
o-quasibarrelled? 
We need the basic result: 
6.1 Theorem 
If E &s a a-quasibarrelled space then E' is S(E' ,E)-
sequentially conplete. 
Proof: 
Let (f ) be a B (E' ,E)-Cauchy sequence in E' . Then n 
F = {f : n EN} is S(E' ,E)-bounded and hence F is equicontinuous. n 
Now (f ) is also 
n 
o(E' ,E)-Cauchy and as in 5. 1 we have: 
f -+ f w.r.t. o(E' ,E) for some f E E' • 
n 
Since S(E',E) is linked to o(E',E) we then have : 
f -+ f w.r.t. S(E',E) • 
n 
We first consider finite-dimensional enlargements within Eb 
and in this case we recall from 4.1 that: 
if E' + Mc Eb then s (EI , E) = B ( E I +M, E) I I 
E 
0 
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6.2 Theorem 
If E is a a-quasibarrelled Mackey space and E' + Mc Ff is a 
finite-dimensional enlargement of E' then µ (E,E'+M) is 
a-quasibarrelled. 
Proof: 
Let (f ) be a B(E'+M,E)-bounded seq~ence in E' + M and let 
n 
p: E' + M ~ E' and q: E' + M ~ M be natural projections. Since E' 
is B(E',E)-sequentially complete, E' is B(E'+M,E)-sequentially 
complete. Hence E' is B(E'+M,E)-sequentially closed and so p is 
sequentally continuous, Thus p (and hence q ) is bounded. 
If F = {f : n E JN} then p(F) is a B(E' ,E)-bounded sequence 
n 
in E' and hence p(F) is µ(E,E')-equicontinuous. Thus p(F) is 
µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous so let p(F) c K1 with K1 absolutely 
convex and o(E'+M,E)-compact. 
Since q(F) is a bounded sequence in the finite-dimensional 
space M , q(F) c K2 with K2 some absolutely convex, o(E'+M,E)-
compact subset of M • 
So we have 
F c p(F) + q(F) c K1 + Kz = K 
where K is absolutely convex and o(E'+M,E)-compact. Thus F is 
µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 
D 
/ 
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We now consider arbitrary finite-dimensional enlargements of E' 
that is, enlargements which are not necessarily in Eb 
from 4,5 that : 
6.3 Theorem 
f3 (EI +M ,E) = f3 (Eb+M,E) I 
E'+M 
We recall 
If E &s a a-quasibarrelled Mackey space and E' + M is a 
finite-dimensional enlargement of E' then µ (E,E'+M) is 
.a-quasibarre Z Zed. 
Proof: 
Let dim M = 1 so that M =span {g} with g E E*-...E'. If 
g E Eb then we invoke 6.2, so we assume that g « Eb 
b Now µ(E,E +M) is bornological (Dieudonne [2]) and hence 
b µ(E,E +M) is quasibarrelled. Thus b µ(E,E +M) is o~quasibarrelled. 
Let (f ) be a (3(E'+M,E)-bounded sequence in E' + M ~ Then 
n 
(f ) 
n 
is b (3(E +M,E)-bounded and so F = {f : n EN} 
n 
is b µ(E,E +M)-
equicontinuous. We can therefore find an absolutely convex, b o(E +M,E)-
compact set K such that F c K • 
Let K c B + D with B an absolutely convex, b a(E ,E)-compact 
subset of Eb and D an absolutely convex, o(M,E)-compact subset 
of M (Dieudonne [2]). Then : 
F c (B+D) n (E'+M) (BnE') + D 
as in 4.5. 
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Write f 
== gn + h with gn E B n E' and h E D and let n n n 
G == {g : n 
n 
E :N} . Because B is b S (E ,E) -bounded, B n E' is 
B (E' ,El-bounded. Consequently G is B(E',E)-bounded and hence G 
is µ(E,E')-equicontinuous (because E is o-quasibarrelled). Thus 
G is µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous and so there is some absolutely convex 
o(E'+M,E)-compact set L such that G c L • We then have 
FcG+DcL+D. 
Since L + D is absolutely convex and o(E 1 +M,E)-compact, F is 
µ(E,E'+M)-equicontinuous. 
Induction on dim M establishes the general result. 
0 
We now turn to countable-dimensional enlargements of E' and 
here we restrict ourselves to enlargements with Eb . 
6.4 Theorem 
Let E be a a-quasibarrelled Mackey space and let E' + M c Eb 
be a countable-dimensional enlargement of E' • Then every absolutely 
convex o(E'+M,E)-compact set is contained in a finite-dimensional 
enlargement of E' • 
Proof: 
00 
As before we write M == LJ M with 
n=l n 
absolutely convex and o(E'+M,E)-compact. 
closed and hence K is S(E'+M,E)-closed. 
dim M n • Let K be 
n 
Then K is O(E'+M,E)-
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For n E :N let K = K O(E' +M) . Then: 
n 
By 6. 3, µ (E, E '+M ) is o-quasibarrelled. By 6. 1, E' + M is 
n n 
S(E'+M ,E)-sequentially complete and hence E' + M is S(E'+M,E)-
n n 
sequentially complete because 
K is S(E'+M ,E)-closed in 
n n 
S(E'+M,E) I B(E'+M ,E) B'+M n 
n 
E' + M and it follows that 
n 
S(E'+M,E)-sequentially complete. 
K 
n 
Now 
is 
Let EK = span K and let TK be the norm topology induced on 
EK by the gauge of K Then since {nK: n E N} is a local base 
for TK consisting of 8(E'+M,E)-closed sets, TK is linked to 
B (E '+M,E) I 
EK 
Thus K is T -sequentially complete and this means 
n K 
that K is 
n 
TK-complete. Consequently K 
n 
is TK-closed and we 
have (Kn) an absorbent sequence of TK-closed sets. The result 
follows as before. 
From this we obtain: 
6.5 Theorem 
D 
Let E be a a-quasibarrelled Mackey space and let E' + M c Eb 
be a countable-dimensional enlargement of E' Then µ(E,E'+M) is 
a-quasibarrelled iff every S(E'+M,E)-bounded sequence is contained 
in a finite-dimensional enlargement of' E' • 
Proof: 
Same as 4.4 with bounded sequences replacing bounded sets. 
D 
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